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FOREWORD

A primary goal Of the rnottu.n nwntal health practitioner; And of
the National Institute of Me al Health (NIMH), is profn.tion
prevention of mental and emotional disorders or, at leasts of theirs-,
lwrsistence, recurrence, and debilitating effects; prveniion ot'un-
prodtictive and unhappy years; and prevention of publi() Misunder-.

standing about emotiOnal problems through education: Among
these problems, neurotiedisorderlooms large. It is cohsidered one
of the .most prevalenttof the-emotional disorders, difficult to define
and to classify. The difficulty is understandable. Many symptoms

,z may be described in terms cqpiparable to those of the more serious
psychotic, and personality disorders; conversely, many-symptoms
reseMble tWhabits, a/\tit,udes, and moods..of the average' man or
worn:Q, _..Liddition, the syndrome has received less attention from

' -..Arrhers in ,receRt years tt.itan the more fla'mboyant psychntic
and drug-induced conditions,' and manY individuals who might be
(Iiagnosed as neurotic do not seek therapy, thus diminishing oppor-
tunities. in that sector fpr the development of broader clihical and.
liagnostic experience.

The ..N.IMH has moved toward the goal of prevention through
support of reskareh on treatment of emptional disorders and on the
effects of ankiety and hostility on behavior. Becaus.of the enor-
mous public health and social co4sequences of this problem and
greater awareness in this dec4ade oil the alarming spread of depres-
sion and anxiety, the NIMH believes, that clearer classification of .' t

the disorda should be ,made and-that, through systematic research, A,
a number of questions'shpuld-be addrOssed: Why are some cases of

othis disordet chronic while others remit spontaneouslyfls there,a
genetic contribution? How, do certain neuroses differ at differot
stages of life? What is the contribution)of interfemilY rPlatiidiships
and social cldss?'

,

11

)Understanding, one. Of the chief components of prevention tin
hwntal health, is .Qot for the researcher he clinician only but for all

ho may be eokerned with their.own conflict and pain or that of
family metidier. IThderstanding can be promoted by the provision
of greater knowledge about the genesis and dynamics of psYchic
diqress; by threvidence that many patterns of thought and behdv-
ior can flyiurish within what is caned the normal range; and, ntost
importadtly, hy the aouranee tifat those patterns which rove
maladaptive and distressing are treatable. The National InIstitute
of Mental Health believes that this publication will aid in develop-
ing such-understanding.

,

Praneis N. Waldrop, M.I
1 Acting Dirktor

National Institute of Mental I leant)
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Understanding Netirotic, Disorder

"Whoever succeeded in draining the whole cup with grace?"

from a lecture, ahe Stages of Lite"
Carl,Gustav Jung

t°

The range of human emotiong is as wide and varied as the sPec.:
trum on a,decorator's color wheel. Such expressions as "purple With
rage," "red with anger," or "white with 'fear" are as familiar as the
names of the primary colori-and, because they reflect experiences
common to everyone, as old k:t man's first attempts to provide a.
verbal image of the human condition.

By varying the amount of light or darICness,' white or. blaek,
added to a basic pigment, the artist can alter the value of a color.

By varying the brightness or. density; he can alter the intensity,
turning red into maroon, yellow into dull gold, shy-blue into cloudy
.gray-So it is that most people find the days of their lives varying in
value and intensity; some bright, some dreary and dull. When
the density of anxiety, fear, and depreSsion dominate a life, with
no ,light to vary thW dull hue, the result. may be emotional
disturbance:

Is tliere anyone Nvho has Aot felt/ arwiety about some future
oventa ,new job with increased respoli'sibilities, a dinner-party
where everything must go right, or a Move to a new neighborhood?

80 there dread of the unknown mixed with a child's anticipation
of the first day of school, and, doesn't near-panic seize some grand-
parents at the approach of yet another birthday? ,

Who has never been .depressed, blue on days when everything.
goes Wrong, with a feeling of 1,eing useless and unloved? And who
has not known depression ant. grief following the loss of someone
dear?

, Td the anxieties familiar to all of 'us and to the moods of depres,
sion, whether caused by grief or just the ups and downs of living,

'fear may be added- as a recognizable reaction.. Eight-month-old
babies fear s angers, and little cl)ildren may be afraid of dogs for
a time. Old, alf-remernbered tales and the daily news may fill us
with alarm.

But just most babies learn to re3pond to friendly smiles with
, shy smüof their own and most children, affer a few timorous
advances, lose the seuse of panic they felt at the approach of a

1
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small, tail-wagging llog, so most people, as they mature, learn to
handle anxious moments and blue periods as a part of living.

However, there are many whose lives are less than full and
contented. Instead of coping with problems in everyday living, they
have learned tti moid them. Since it has usually appeared easier to
face even ordinary challenges with a rigid pattern of thought and
action, such people eventually become unable to see for themselves
the reasons for their self-defeating lifestyles, or seeing, they may
he unable to change by themselves. As their concerns more habitu-
ally turn inward, their interpersonal relationships become more
unsatisfactory. As they realize their failure to fulfill their responsi-
bit ities not only to othe'rs but to themselves, they become burdened

with guilt. For many, the muicty caused by a hurtful experience
may.im pede mature responses'in the future.

Physical symptoms -accompanying this disorder vary, of course,
from person to pdson, depending orilhe extent and nature of the
problein. Generally, however, many of theSe symptoms are associ-

ated with the autonomic neyvous system: palpitations, rapid or
shallow breathing, dizziness, tremor, or tachycardia. There may
-also he such indtcations of anxiety as insomnia, restlessness, or

n warranted fatigue.

Row Extensive is Neurosis?
This (:Cindition, called notro,sis, is virtuallY impossible to quantify

statistically. The Division of Biometry and Epidemiology of the
National Institute of Mental Health gives the following figures for
1975: 1.5.percentmf admissions to State and county 'mental- hospital
inpatient units; 5.6 percent of admisSibris to private mental hospital
inpatient units; anfi 8.2 percent of admissiohs to outpatient psychi-
atric serVices. The, rates...for each of thes Z. categories, per 100,000
population, are 2.8, 3.4, and 54.8, reApectively. These figures exclude

ad m issioris to federally furidettAmm unity mental health centers,
the Veterans Administration ( VA) psychiatric services, and private
mental health practitioners; and they do not include persons who.
might be diagnosed as depressive neurotics.

, The many forms in which the disorder can appear and, the diffi-

culty in discriminating between unusual behavior and mild disor-
ders, or bet ween neurotic and other disorders. make a statistical
definition imprecise. Samplings of neurotic behavior patterns by
epidemiologists, who disciivered gradations from "mild" through
"moderate" to "severe.' and Incapacittaing," demonstrate further
t he difficult y of cut-and-dried. labeling.

These neurotic disorders shoutd not be confused with personality
disorders and certain ot her nonpsychotic mental disorderspara-
noid personality, antisocial personality, passive-aggressive person-.

for instance, nor with the psychotic disordersf such as
schizophrenia or manic-depressive psychosis. And while neuroses

6



may be involved in problems .,uch tts marital 'dysfunction, such an
assumption is mot necessarily so. Here, again, the difficulty of
diagnosis and hard statistics becomes apparent.

There is one significant fact which has emerged in all studies of,
the neurotic disOrders: Neurotic individuals frequently come from
homes with a high proportion of persons having neurotic Symp-
toThs, higher than the proportion of neurotics to the general popula-
tion. On the other hand, statistical iriference that more women
than men.suffer from neurosis does not seem particularly signifi-
cant, since figures are based on the numbers who seek treatment,
thus adrnitting to fears and atrxiety which in our culture have been
considered unmanly. It is bey6nd the power of a statistician to
measure such factors as., the cost of a neurotic handicap to society
in loss of manpower or to flintily interactions in loss of harmony.

Despite the 'problems-of statistical inaccuracy, there is fairly
general acceptance among psychiatrists, psychologists, and,other
.therapists of the classification as set by the American Psychiatric
Association. Both their Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Men-
tal Disorders, 2nd Edition, (DSM 11), published in 1968, and the 4th
Edition of their Psychiatric Glossary, 1975, categorize the neuroses
in eight broad divisions; a nxiety, deperso n«liza (ion, depressive,
hillmehoudviacal, hysterical, neurasthenic, obsesive compulsive.
and phobic. (DSM III will doubtless contain some changes in- termi-
rmlogy, reflecting possible changes in the times and in tne way
therapists view the various disord(rs.)

Neurotic or Normal?

Neurosis, then. takes many forins, and much of its vocabulary
contains words used pejoratively. The college roommate who keeps
her sweaters in twat piles, her dresser drawers closed, and her
hooks in a neat row on Ow desk instead of in tumbling stacks on the
floor is not necessarily obsessive compulsive. Nor is the housewife
who runs back from the ear to make sure she turned off the iron a
victim of Hi/xi( ty ncurosis, m Ow basis of that act alone. And
moments of dread before one's first airplane flight do not, by them-

("OntititUte a phobio.
Since everyone suffers to some extent from inadequacies either

real or imagined poor self-image or identity probkms, to borrow
from current phraseology or from the strain of coping with
everyday problems and from anxiety, unhappiness, and loss,
neurosis might be equated with a lower tolerance level for those
twobtom. The word nm.mal is not interpreted in the same way in
every social group or culture, but. self-control and responsibility,
both personal and social, might form a general tquation for it. The
so-called rmrmal person is not always problem- or guilt-free, always
happy, or always successful. instead, he is willing to accot respon-
-;ibility for iris failures rather than rationalizing or drawing int()



his shell and usually tries to learn from mistakes and disappoint:
ment. His realistic perspective and piisitive *elf-eoncepc evoke
satisfactory interactions with others.

Froni this 100840efinit ion, tile normal personalty emerges as a

broad framework 1' which--nfiThy types of individual befravior
patterns can floulish, each in ;Ls own social and cultóral setting.
Why then, with-qUch a broad range of possibilities, do mOrne +nth-

viduals suffer from a fahr-evaluation of reality, feql iFferior to
others who face the same stresses with little aptare ' ifficulty,
and succulilb to self-def(!at, desPite the trouble, even anIri ish, these-
attitUdes inflictri themselves and those around them?

Some Historical Views
Since earliest times, people have...interpreted thing-they could

not understand as a punishment by the spirits or a warning from
the gods, whetheF thtrAe things be natural phenomena, such as
eclipsesd.or earthquakes, or unnatural behavior such as obsessively

repetiti011s habits or deep, prolonged depression. In the story of
-Saul, the Old Testament describes the mental tortures of a man
possessed by the forces of evil when, because of his disobedience,

he was fOrsakenby God. From mythology come tales of men pur-
sued by the 1,'uries. And from the Greek tragedy Oedipus comes the

name of a complex described in modern times aslhe feeling of a
'child for.the parent qf the opposite sexabnormal if it hinder; the 6
normal de-Velopment of ()tiler relationships in later,vears.

The i-ord mwmsis itself comes:via the Latin "nervus," nwaning-
sMew or nerve, from the Greek wOrd "nervon." From1 the ant..ivnt

Greek word ,-phobus" fear or flight comes our wordphohia,
and from ''t herapeia," or treatnwnt, th.e Mut h-used therapwde-

.
-seends. gsturia is derived' from the ( .h.Tk word "hv era,' or-
wonir)., and reflects the notion that hysteria was'a disorde confined

to women, occurring because the uterus wandered to var ous paks
of thttbildy. The Greek ,phy:;ician 114ipocrates recrIrmi'nded mar-

, riage'zis the hest disordo.not as arrofind seientific
prescri pt as is usually au ributedouit he "fat her of modern
medicine.")

Refleeting'.the artistic and intldlectual spirit or his age, I lippo-
crat es M 357 ) worked with h is colleagues in a iol of
medicine which actively supplanted the mythology fostert ny the

hereditary priesthood in the temple's with reliance on scientific
, observations and the use of clinioal descriptions of physical and

e'rnotional disorders. He encompassekl -in his studies such modern
topics as heredity, environment, brain pat hologyjh brain disorders
eaused by inji?hy, the importanct: of dreani-s----- quest ions for which

we are still !-;eeking tilt imate'answers.
With a few exceptions; later steps toward understanding the

complexities of man's mihd and Iioly were slow and faltering. After
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Hippocrates came k cfpaidok who, in 'the first contury B.C.,,dis-
tinguished txtwe acute and chronic mental . illness; Aretaeus,
near the eril of t century, who not only_described the phases of
mania and me holia, but deemed them part of the same illnegs;
and Galen 030 00 A.D.) who maintained a scientific.approach .to '
mental il1n6s anddivided its causes into physical and mental.

Galen's influence was predominant for t enturies. For more than '
a thousanil years, few additional discoVeries were added to the
body of knowledge about the-causes or the treatment of mtntaf or
emotional disorders. The early enFghtenment was dimmed as. .
sodety, even most theologiaa and physicians, returned t-o witch-
craft,demonology, and superstition. During the Middle Ages, mass
IVsteria was not uncommon. In Western societies, whe visual
and auditory hallucinations wereetiot considered special gift% as,
.they were in some other cultures, exorcisni was employed as one of
the gentler remedies for disturbed individuals. For psyohotics
those unatile to meetithe ordinary requirements of livitig because of
hiappr,opriate behavior, a distorted view of reality, or perhaps an
inability to Ihink or rememberfloggings,. starving, and confine-
ment in chains were but a few of the devices used to make the body
too uncomfortable a place for the imps of Satan to remain. The
severely neurciticand the personality disordered were considered
to be '`kvitches, under the spell of evil, a d were often accused of
casting spelk..And witchburning is a fa liar story.

The 18th and 19th cen 0turiekaw gia t steps in discoveries con-
cerned with physical medicineanatomy, neurology, and physiol-
ogy. It was inevitable that attention to the causes of emotional alid
mental problems should followo. Brain pathology was blamed, with
virtually no consideration of possible psychic origins. Anibng the
eminent meni who concerned themselves with the study of brain
pathology was Emil Rraepelin (1856-1926), whose classification
*stem categorized mental disorders by type. Kraepelin's system
included predictions as to the course of each disorder, making even
more significant his contribution to the study of psychologic and
behavioral dysfitnctioning, or psychopathology. .

No longer would demons receive the blame for mental disorders.
Slowly but surely, humane treatment ir(gan to take al.() place of
chains and floggings. Mental arid physical impairments and dis-
orders Nuld now be considered of equal importance, thus initiging
studies which led to our century's dramatic findings in genetics,
'nvurophysiology, drug therapies, and the biochemical malfunction-
ing which is believed to cause much ernoional imbalance..

,

Some Therapeutic Views
Throughout time, -the sign's of neurosis were easily perceiqd----

tremor, d jy.y,j nes;3, palpitations of the 'neart, sliiallow or rapid
breathing, extreme anxiety I lysteria and obsessionii man ifesta-

2 r .



tions were 4e6.tively familiar, There was mention, tod,.of these'
syniptome, in 'report-A' from military me'dicine. Until the l34er half
of/ the 19th centufy, howeer4,. there was no body of profes siOnal
opinion about the celkses Of. these conditions or even aboiVnames
for them.._"Nerrtlus fxhaustion" or ,"soldier's heart" .gertainly
5:-Ounded more professional than the lay person's "eccentric" or,
'quo2. but they. were aim:4 as inadequate.. Neuramiinia
appeared As a descriptive terpi in 1) when the American physi-
cian Bears use0 it in presenting somelof his cases, including few,

whwe present-day diagnosis %A/mild l)e-un.riety neurosis. That term
was first used by Freuci Sn 1895 to describe Symptoms which-his s.

contemporaries were railing neurjisthenio

Psychokinalytio Theory
,

:iigmUrid Freud (18561939) left his native Vienna in 1885 tO
round out his medical ,studies in Paris. As alieurôlorgist, he had
become inte.rested in Dr. jean Charcoes experiments on the powers

of hypnosis as a cure for hysterical paralyses and anesthesias,'
meaiiing loss of sensation \i.n a part of the body without loss of con-

sciouvcss. (Hypnosis fasonated people of the early 19th century,
and its chief praetitioner, Anton Meimer, who treated ail sortS of
14ymptonis with a kind of hypnotism which he c'alkd "animal mag-
netisM,7.enriched'our modern vocabulary,mesmerize, to hypno-
tize .()r spellbind, was derived from his name.) Observing the treat-
nwnt of htysterical patients with hypnosis led to Freud's cohviction
that this 'unconscious hid .many Wong and unsuspected mental
pmcesses, a conviction which must ,have been the genesis ofhis tip-

of-thi'-iceherg the6ry. lie came to Tlievp that the conseious.mind,
the tip that 'it; revisided, is much snaller thar the uncofiscio0s, the
large unrevealed part whoAts fore is unrealized.

Upon his returri to Vienha,, Freud worked for a titne with a col-
league who led, his. patients, mostly women, to talk. freely about
their probtems while under hypnosis, a process which was reveal-
ing and seemed to bring them relief. Freud soon decided that

II) nosis \Vas unnecessary'. His patiens w,ere induced to talk freely,
wit/ no pattern or logic and with little .interruption, about any
subj .ct, a echnique which came to be called free assoefdtion.

Thro rh solch \rambling accounts, in which the individual was
k

orone.t(rck.vell on' unhappy or disturbing episodes, many of which
had been lost for years in the memory or buried in the unionscious,
Freud believed it possible to analyze or interPret the causes of the
individual's neurotic disturliancts. fie studied dreams and inter-
preted thrtm- since he believed that many elements of dreams are
symbolic of concealed wishes and painful constraints.

Thus was born the therapeutic school known as psychounalysi,s.

(The prefix "psycho is another contribution from the ancient
t;reeks, whose word for soul or "principle of life" was "psyclre.")

,

f
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The principal elerneht.;; (If psychoanalysis.us conceived and prac-
ticed by Freud were frre assnciatiml; drea m interprelatim; analy-
sis of the resistance which tl* patienis showed toward certain
unpleasant associatims or to ,the latent, hidden meaning of their
dreams; and trans.frmice, in A,hich the analyst may come, during
the treatMent process, to.represent to the patient.the per'son in llis
past toward whom he held buried hostilities or by'ikhorn he had felt
rejected.

Freud's psychoanalytic th( )rN' evolved from his 4/iew t.hat'human
behavior' is determined by thi way the "id,'' the "ego" A both Latin
pronouns), and the "so [)eregu1 act upon each. other. I ,,represents1.1

t he instinct, unconsioils.anc uncontroned. It wants w at i.t. wants
now, like the crying bals)y who wants his milk andwill keep crying
until he.getA it. Nor does the id distinguish between the real 'and the
false. This inability to defer satisfaction is known as tne "pleasure
principle," in contrast to the "reality principle:' which' indicA6 the

'control exercised by maturity and logic-. ... .

This control :zrows grjadually wit; the det,ek.,pment of the' ego,
the known, conscious part of the personrility. Developinent of the
ego is not iT percepttble las the grove th of a baby but, normally, the
(.go grows as the child grows. its function is to perceive an'd react
in a realistic, fashion, at an appropriate rate according to ige, satis- 1
fying wants and needs maturely tn relation to the individual's

_ Physical' mat ori!t ion. Recognition ,by therapists that some of their
patients need "ego strengthening' is welt justified. The ego has a 1

big job to do. ideally, it is supposed to maintain the principles 'of
plepsup an(.I reality in equilibrium with such abstract concepts as
right a`ild wrong and with ,the demands of society.

.

Th is last. important ofement, the conscience and the "ego-ideal,"
Freud named the svin.ri4yo, wIlich be4ins 'to dec'elOp by about the
age of 5, when the child has b( gun to absorb the "do's" and "don't's"

I of .behav or .and manners. Ile has learned which deeds will bring
him approval, and w,hich misdeeds, disapprovaf or punishment.
More importantly, from the example of the significant people in his
life, he is developing ajonscience and discoyering how to give
pleasure to others. The superego is furmed as tholge factorscon-
science and ideals learned froM parents,. and other teachers--
beenrne so fixed in the.unconseious that 'self-control Can take over
from the outer controls which formerly governed his behavior.

In Ole psyyhoanaly tic scheme, 1,4w msis niay occur when this
sequ'ence of developmeni does not proceed more or less.according to
schedule. The individual is in trouble if the ego is unable to miti-
gate the demands of the id, of either its sexual instinctslib+, in
Freudian terininidogy or of its aggn.ssive instincts. There is
trouble, 00,' if the-ego is powerless to help the id conform to the
strictures of the superego and of the outside world. Conversely, the
sup(wego may take over to such an extent that all instinctive pleas-

I
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ure and gratification cause anxiety and psychic 'pain. Unfortunate
is the pepson for whom the superego takes all the f ,A)LI t of life.

in either case, according to Freud's ea.rlier postulation, the
resultiTtg an xigy, whether conscious or unconscious, is likely to..
lead to the deelopment of a neurotic sy:nptom. (Later, he was tc
/se'e, anxiety as the cause of the symptom.) The symptom alone may

he knOtly,h to relieve the anxiety, with no apparent harm done to the
individual's ability to function in most situatidns. HoweVer, if au;
anxittty .continues to plague the person from tithe toe'time, the
symptom may grow worse, erupting in physical distms. Iv fact,

the psychosomutie ("soul" and "body") disorders such-as migraine
hea(bwhesaeptiC ulcers, dermatitis, and hyp..rtemiion arebelieved
to have a partial basis in emotional stress am.Panxiety.

Often a lifferw. mcchanism, operating, unconsciously, diYerts
these instinctual drives, which are consciously unacceptable, into

more acceptable channels. One such process, called sohlimntime,
occasionidly produces highly creative indiiduals who are very
worthwhile to soviet y,

If the symptom worsens, on the other hand, it may cause the egn

to generate behavior that is even more neurotic. The kind of symp-

tom which 4leveiops, Freud believed, dellerids upon the period of
psychic' growth in which the anxiety-produting episode first took
place. An ipterruption in normal development or problems in anv

one, periodiwill probably result in regression to the behavior of.a
earlier, more competent period of growth whenever undue strt

occurs later in life. kn individual who reacts to stressful exigenk!ies

in this way is said to be "fixated" at a certain phase -----"oral,"
".anal,'",..%4Mallic-Oedipal," and so on terms which are rarely used

by therapists today.

Mich of.the terminology which Freud used in describing his con-
cepts concerning this psyclamlynamic approach to human develop-
ment has found its way, into our literature and everyday conversa-
tions. The teems have been used and misused; the ideas interpreted
and misinterpreted. In j.ust ice, it is well to realize that some of
Freud's descriptions of interpersonal relationships and of the mile.
stones toward maVirity were more fiwurative than literal.
Certainly it, is fair to attribute to i'reud much of the present-day
ope.Rness surrounding human sexuality, while rememlwring 'that
many psyctioanalysts and others interpret his term "sexual in-

Stincts" as "life instincts" drive, gratification, creativitY. Freud
himself, the .produ.ct of a prudish era, disapproved of the psycho-
analytic solution of all emotional dilemmas through the unbridled
gratification of sexual needs and in his later years considered the

achrcssire instinct as (in(?,,,of the major instincts of the id, along
with the sexual, a concept' which has not yet been thoroughly
integrated into t he psychoanalytic schem('.

4



Most people have a preconceived idea of the classic techniques of
psychoanalytic therapy. Many of the notions are exaggerated or
fallacious, however, because 3f movie and television scenes where
the typical analyst, in thick, Viennese accerthl, interprets the
dreams of his patient, who is lying on the typical couch. In reality,
the treatment includes making the patient comfortable, in an easy
chair or on a sofa, with no distrattions. Frequently the therapist is
seated behind the patient so that no visual clues will be revealed, an
arrangement Freud favored, admitting that' he did not want. to look
at patients all day.

Freud worked throughout his long; life developing his system of
beliefs and practice. His model of treatment has been the keystone
of nearly all systems which have evolved in our century to hefp
the mentally and emotionally disturbed, with modifications, al-
terations, and changes in interpretation ajui-application to accom-
modate the convictions of other therapists am: to fit the mood and
tempo of the times. In recent decades, for instance, feelings of help-
lessness and alienation have largely replaced those of guilt asthe
underlying cause of the anxiety to which much neurotic despair is
attributed, a change which mirrors the social and religioLs"orienta-
tpns of both eras.

Modifications in the Freudian mode began with two formerly
ardent disciples of his, Alfred Adler (1870-1937) and Carl Gustav
Jung (1875-1961). Although their apostasy bnyught anguish to all
three men, it brought about a broadening of the psychotherapeutic
concept (plus some currently fashionable additions to the profes-
sional and seculatr vocabulary, the "complexes" as Jung called them
being one). Adler approach, which he called Individual Psy-
chology, replaced Freud's idea of sexual urges as the motivating
force in life with social urges, and it placed the primary emphasis
on man's will and effort. According to this theory, behavior is goal
directed. It follows first, then, that neurosis should be seen aS a
way of sal aging self-esteem and, second, that the purpose of neu-
rosis is the evasion of responsibilities which are an integral part of
life and its work, Adler viewed neurotics as persons who had mis-
taken lifestyles and who could not exert the cooPeration and social
interest necessary for solving life's problems. He believed that the
therapist's job, to be approached with humor, tact, and friend-
liness, was to arouse this social interest and cooperation and to
encourage the patient. Since he saw negativism as a very human'
trait. a trait accentuated in the neurotic, Adler occasionally used it
as a tool in treatment. By seeming to make negativism acceptable,
he weakened its potency. And in encouraging his patients some-
times to laugh at their symptoms, but to consider .them as a crutch
to rely on when in great distressoAdler apparently discovered new
ways of neutralizing the power of those symptoms.

Among Jung's contributions was the word association test,
hich he used to delineate individual complexes. At present, 1)055i-
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bly owing Li) the current interest in meditation and mysticism,
there is a renewal of interest_in .he thought of the kian who pro-,

posed the theory of the,"colleCVc-unconscious." lie behoved that,
in addition to the individual memories, dreams, and impulses
buried within each person, there is a collection of memorTes that
stem from man's beginnings, which Jung called "primordial
images" or "archetpes." More familiar within the context kf Elsy-
chotherapy was his suggestion that one's personality i either ex- ,

troverted, that is, more likely to f;nd value and reality in the sur-
rounding world, or:introverted, inclined to firid more value in the
inward than in the outward experience. This view ,of wfiat Jung
called attitudes has been misunderstood and misinterpreted, so
that usually we equate introversion with shyness, selfishneSs, and

a wish for solitude. In turn, we interpret extroNersion as an out-
going, breezy approach to life and to others and as unselfish.and
altruistic.

In the onolytic psychology of Jung, mild neurosis\ is .? n in
lapses such as clumsiness and speech blunders, whiclpeaIl
"Freudian slips." All neuroses are cleaned an inahilityitoxiop
to mailtylin control over. the Ix h During .his401,4r, yearii
practice, Dr. Jung's experience with older patientsveopeciallrwith-
those who, in the world's view, had been succeWtil but, .ware;'
nevert heless, left with feelings of emptiness and wake, confinne'd
his belief that one's most important, moSt difficult gdtti was devc1c

opmert of the self. His conviction, which seems to coincide witlk
much of our contemporary thought, was that this deve.,16pmjnt

could take place by, integrating into the consciousnes,, one\s inner
self-experience, yCith all its dreams and fantasies, and by growing
in one's own way.

Jus.t as art and literature generaHy reflect the mood of th6ir
time, so did the work of the rico-Freudians, among them, the
psychoanalysts Ilarry Stack Sullivan and Karen Homey who,
while following many of Freud's precepts, reflect the social
upheavaLof the post.World War I and Depression eras'by. their
emphasis on sociocultural forces rather than on the libido and ate
id as the prime cause of emotional distress. They attacked the
anxiety which- they believed arose from a lack of love, feelings Of

inadequacy in interpersonal relationships, or unsatisfactor.y
parent-child interactions, all 1,4f which they felt formed a neurotic
loproach to life.

Many people are being helped by therapists using psychonaly-
sis, although today. for many, our 'fast-paced life and economic
considerations preclude the luxury of spending years under
analysis. Short-terrn therapy based on the psychoanalytic model

is avail.ahle The one-to-one patient-therapist situation is some-
times altered to make group therapy possible. In aki of these the
hasic premise remains the same, however. Therapies descended
frum Fremk model _are similar in the shared Inipe that patients
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will gain insight into.the reaSons for their psychic maladjustment
and will be able to work through their problems froth that tioint.

Behavior Therapy

rn ,:ontra4t., there are at presenitianyAherapistS, who feel that
the neurotic response is .learned and can be unlearned and that
working through the causes of 'neurotic habitsonay not.he neces-
'sary fof the achieveinent of normal behavior, Called Behavior
Therapists, they differ also. in their demand for experiment411
evidence and for quick treatment of specifie symptoms, 1,Vihether
these be merely bad habits, true neurotic disabilities., or certain
psychotic malfunctions. There-has been criticism that a neurotic
symptom relieved by this th ,rapeUtic method may be repla ed bY
another if, the cause of the.n4irotic response is not discover d and
solved. Although there s ms to be little foundation for this opin-,
ion, miny therapist's n w .use what has been termed behavioral
analysis and include iI their treatment repe oire infdrmation
about the patient's environmental, social, an'd p ysical history as
well as a deterinination of what factors tilgger and what events
reinforce the undesirable symptoms.

As the history of psychotherlpeutic methodg6es, behaviorism
is considered a relatiVely new development. Actuality, it contains
elements of human interaction as old .as the first dinner when a
child was refused dessert because he didn't eat his spinach or
the first father who gathered a frightened child into his arms so
that they could observe a storm together. Reward and gunishment,
gradual acceptance of a situation, imitM.ion of acceptable behav-
ior all are simphfied examples of behavior modification, or
change.

,

-At about the same time that Freud was beginning theNformula-
tion of his psychoanalytic theory in Vienna, a Russian physiologist,
Ivan .Pavlov 0849-19361, reported what is called the conditioned
reth(r. The story of Pavlov's dogs, which were trained to salivate
.;AutOrnatically et the sound of a tone which the,y associated with
`aod, is a familiar one. He and his colleagues laq,r discovered that
it was possible to induce neurosis in their animals. By teaching
them, through rewarding correct choices and punishing wrong
ones, to differentiate between two tones or two similar figures,
such as a circle and an oval, and then renderiag the choices
increasingly difficult by making the tones or figures more nearly
alike, they conftn.;ed the animals until their behavior became quite
erratic. Thus it is sometimes with .children.'3Receiving conflicting
messages from parents, being taught to behave gently, honestly,
and quietly while quite possibly observing that there is, apparently,
a different set of rules for parents, can confuse t'he healthiest. of
ch ildren. For many it can be the path to the neurotic way.
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htvlov was Jiardly concerned with any philospphical application
of his eXperiments, although, in his 80s, he bebn to speculate on
the possiye correlation b'et ween aye reaction of animals to A-1

conditioned-refle)( methods and of humans to the strains of
ambiguities of life. The translation of his writings into English in
about 1924 was exciting to clinical and experimental psychologists
ih England and America, especialTS'-to John Watson.

. Watson (1878-1958) now found in(lre:acceptance for' his learn-
ing ttu;ories and,,his belief, founded on his own experiments; that
behavior, thinkinerc, results from conditioning. Best knowth is-

h "Little Albett" experiment which he conditioned an 11-
month-old boy tO fear first a white rat and, later; all white, furry.
objects. Each time the child reached for the cuddly animal, he was
vjolently startled by the sOund of a hammer banged on a steel bar.
soon the approach of the animal elicited fear,, even without an ac-
companying loud noise.'In what has corhe to be known ab stimulus
yeneroliwt1.1 the fear of the white rat pon encompassed any-
thing whith reminded the child of ihis fear.

Repoulilioning, a basic tenet of' behaviorism, is well illustrated
bylhe now-classic account of psychologist Mary Cover Jones' 1924
work with .a small child who had a terrible fear of rabbits. Ysing
the positive reinjOreement of food, she showed,the rabbit to the
child from a distance v tide he was enjoying a meal and, at sub-
sequent nwaltinws, brought the animal closer and closer. Grad-
ually she was able not only to erase the fear of the rabbit but,
t hrough fiencroli:zotion, to change his dread of all aaimals..,

Learning theories have been greatly expanded since those early
days, with many prominent and dedicated people contributing to
the body of knowl,edge. Various behavior modification techniques
have been employed to help drug and alcohol abusers to conquer
theii habits, jUvenile delinquents to redirect their lives, retardatys
to learn /more than had previously been thought possible, and
regressed psychotics to live more happily with newly acquired
skilk and interests. Many neurotic symptoms also have been
relievefl or removed through this therapeutic IN ethod,

All disciplines have their own vocabulary, and behavior mod-
ificaf ion can hardly be understood withoOt a discussion of at least
a few orits key t4.er1fir!*

As.,ertive traioing: instruction of patients to express both .posi-'
t ive and negative feelings directly, honesty, and frankly

/humpy: associatia of the unwanted, undesirable
behavior with art unpleasant stimulus, for instance, alcohol with a
nausea-producing drug or enema

1-...rtIortiou: disappearance of a learned ro§ponse when it is no
longer reinforced or does not achieve the desired goal

Ploodi)ifr presentation of unpleasant, aversive stimuli inten-
--ivel , either in real life or imaginary scenes, until the usual emo.-
t ional response is deadened
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Inrid,u.simi: removal of a%ix-rhy with frequent, rewated sugges-
tions of the dreadful pmisibilities inherent in the frfared object or'
act iv it y .

Operant conditioning: shaping of behavior' to achieve a dusired
goal ur satisi-y, a ner-q1,*thirs learning new, appropriate behavior

l'unishnit.qtt: 'aversive stimi lus for inappropriate bkavior, suyh
. as loss of a privilege

Rye,' prnen w akening an anxiety by associating the
anxietY-producing st mu lth with a pleasurable one, for example,
associating thy ebild'ci fear of rabbits with eating

Systematic desensitization: ,instruction in-muscle relaxation fol-
loxed by the construction of hierarchies, or graded series, of anxi-
eties from the least to the most powerful, after which the. patient
eventually learns to re,l4x and remain calm as'each yf tl-re anxiety-
provak ing stimuli is presented in turn

Taken reonom conditiorked reinforcement in th ormof tokens,
',credits, or points which may be exchanged for put ases-, priv-
ileges, or activities, a particularly effective method in classrooms,
detention Or halfway houses, orrwar&

The major emphasis in the behavioral approach is on the here
acid now, with each patient receiving an individualized treatment
plan, though later patientsmay be groupe,d according to symp-
toms. The behavior which the patient wishes to change receives
the primary attention. Verbal reports by the patient play a part,
and self-rating scales may be used at intervals throughout the
period' of treatment. Therapist, patierl and sometimes family,
discuss the goals of treatment openly arO frankly in the beginning:
Together they deterMine what they wish to achievewhat
behavior should be kiodified and what tshould feplace itand-they
decide how best to Measure,.orevaluate, the resucts of my change,:
Frequently the patient is required to do "homeworkio' This may
consist of satia(ion, t hat is, repeating the undesirable thought or
action over and (sver to the point of fatigue."Nearly always the
patient is required to keep it record of progress would-be dieters
will recognize the value of this assignment).

Effectivw treatment using this model must stem from the friend-
liness and warm responsiveness of the tnerapist. In a climate of
encouragement and reinforcement, the patient will' be more com-
fortable in relating unpleasant, embarrassinit material, and the
replacements for defenses which have been painfully constructed
but must be (lestroyed as undesirable will be more acceptable.

Therapie!

The lit.),-)os and 190s, a period of great growth in the practice of
Behav ior "rherapy, saw t he beginning of a new t herapeutic ap-
prvach which, although recognizitw a debt to both the psychoana-
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%..7 lyric and behavior therapies, disagrees with both in smile impor-
tant aspects. These Unpnanistie Therapies are based 'on the convic-
tion that th(; -psychoanalytic 'therap ,. is too pessimistic about
humanilife and ib\,Dotentiai and.that the behavioral puts too much
emphasis on measurementS of stimuli and their behavioral respon-
ses. Measurements of such abstracts as creativity, love,- self-
expression -all of catdinal importance.in this newer therapyaTe
irTdied nearly impossible. All of them, however, have taken on dev
mearing in an age seeking a greater sense oif value and.purpose ir
life. ,, v

According to this humanistic concept, every person wants to
grow, to be healthy, to be a "fully functioning individual," as Cart
Ito"qers, one of the leaders of the humanistic movemapt, puts it.,

Another. term for this goal is s'('Ifactrialization. li^ is also called
"full humanness," in the words of the .late Abraham Maslow, who
viewed neurosis as a failure of personal yrow'th. The neurotic
person is seen as one who gropes ahead timidly and fearfully '

toward the j4oal of full attainment. Neurotiovbehavior; in other
words, arisif rom the loss of a sense of di.rert ion in life. This loss,
or distortion, comes from, the confirsion between one's own ideas
and that of otl4ers-- -what we think we should do and our percep- 4

t ion of what others think we should do. According to Carl Rogers,
mental heallh depends upon how closely the Way %Ve think we are
comes to the way we think we should 'be, how neariy-the self comes
into harmony with-the ideal self. In Maslow's tview, selfractualiza-
tion meant that the innet. self had guidea, the individual to the i
achievement of life's goal, despite ,problems and suffering. His'
expression for those moments when one is at peace with the world,
satisfied with one's attainments, or feeling worthy and important,
is t'lle term "peak experiences."

Maslow2s propositions have been used in nonthorapeutic areas,
as well, especially in business and industry, yhere there is increas-
ing concern for the mental health of workers. His "Ilierarehy of
Needs" is often referrcd 'to as being applivable toleveryone: physi-
ology, including food, clothing, and shelter; salety or security,
which may evnp include retirement ben( fits; belongingness, a

; sense of being priportant to at least one other person: self-usteern,
a feeling 4 mattering, of having,a place in the world: and, finally,
self-aet ui(l izat ion, which can be achieved only when the lower steps
ill the hierarchy have beett realized

Many Other outstanding people ha\ e contrikited to-the devel- f.
opulent- of tilli therapeutic method, which is often considered in
conjunct km with a movement which began a short time latsr, the
En,sh ?dila Todiq, many therapist!1 consider themselves
///iimintst-E.r14 vHfuil, as Maslow is sometimes ,lassified., 1n fact,
many therapis!; of all persuasions apply Yxisfentialist thinking.
i As time goes by, mon. arid more therapist!-; will draw the best from
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all the psychOtherapies and will be ever more coticerned Jith tai-
loring their. approach to the partivlar patient's nee4sqi`nd person-
alit!;., past history (Ind future. ConVersely, patients, or "clients," as
Rogerians call them, will be roore aware of what they want, from
the therapist.)

..

.Briefly., the Existentii I therapists have their philmophical roots
in the 19th century phi osophy .6f Kierkegaard and of many 20th
entury thinkers, as well as 'm the works of nOvelists such as Sartre
and Camus. The method is 'based on the importance of existence
and the fact of death. Concerned, (or the emptiness of ma y lives
and for those people who have no faith a`nd are alienat from
others, Existential 'Therapy stresses the special 'qualities o each
individual life. Each person is.to set his own standards, to fi(nd his

; own self-realization. Pain and anxiety are not necessarily to be
avoided or healed, sinc.e they are, after all, a part of life. Rather,
they are to be turned to good account, woven into life's fabric, and
made, worthwhile. In other W-ordS, death is inevitable, but really
living must come first.

.
.

,

Many widely different therapies, with varying techniques and
names, it?e categorized as Humanist and/or Existential. Origi-',
nally, and still, ia rnany cases, the counseling is nondirective, that
is, the t herapist avoids interfering with the client (so-called to get
away from the connotation of stekness and helplessness in the word,
"patient:), The therapist does not ask direct questions or interpret
reactions of the client in a judgmental way. Warmth and accep-
tance are the keynotes, since the assumption is, atter all, that
people are innately good, wishing only to enjoy richer, fuller
lives to be "self-actualiml." The client, then, works toward a
satisfactory self-concept in a positive atmosphere, one in which
the therapist makes no demands.

Among the many spinoffs of the Ilumanist-Existential Therapy
is Gestalt Therapy, founded by the late Frederick Perk and taking
its name from the German word for "whole," or "complete.'"phe
basic idea .if this therapy is that an individual muSt feel exper-
iences and surroundings and the presence of others, becoming
complete with the environment, Through this sort of therapy,the
neurotic individual is forced out orf withdrawal, with its narrow
"completeness." as both therapist and ptttient fully express their
emotions during' the therapeutic encounteri Many of the newer
en«mnter therapies reflect this scheme of exposing one's inmost
feelings to others in a group.

Unlike many wit in the Humanist-Existential 'camp, kationul
Enjohri Thrropy is directive, in ttrat the therapist really forces
a client to get rid of self-defeating ideas, many of which were
learned in childhood. such ideas as "nobody lik s me" or "I just do
overything wrong" are fallacieas and promote feelings of inad-
equacy. This kind of thinking must he changed inteHectually before
selffulfillment and satisfaction can be attained.
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Another, better know example of this therapeutic model. is
Reality Therapy, whicIRs aimed at aiding the patient to bring his
or her behavior into line with the basic values wIlich were formed
early in life. Here again, the therapist directs tht individual toward
this goal, sometimes by pointing out the pleasurable results of
ha ng one's goals, values, and behavior in harmony with each
ot T.

Opher Ttiorapies

Indeed, many therapeutictechniques are available. One of the
newest, jhe Transpersowl,-attempts to go even farther than the
I lumanist in e4anding individual awareness, so that the "higher
selr truly has a feeling, of becoming a part of the universe. This
thecapy may, through meditation,. variants of Yoga training, or
training the control of the imagination, thoughts, emotions,
and desires, assist in developing spiritual growth and increasing

greater us'e of one's tiptitudes and previously unrealized, hidden
strengths.

Recent years have seen a surge of gmwth groups, all with the
purpose of self-fulfillment, awareness of one's self and of others,
and finding meaning in today's society. Most of these groups are
familiar --sensory-awareness, T-group, or encounter groupand
they may be offshoots of any of the therapeutic models, Or a com-
bination of tlwm. They have the advantage of being less expensive
and of helping individuals to talk to each other and to express
thpir concerns, both their own and for others in the group.
Participants can tell each other "where it hurts" and wh-at prob-
lems they have. Learning to sham in this way is beneficial. to
manythey are able to unben&with someone else and to try to
help another persop with a burden.

Not everyone can stand such exposure, however. Depending on
the skill and dliication of their leaders, these groups have been
successful expeMences for many. For others, the results have been
poor,. and for a few, disastrous, reinforcing the dictum that both
herApist and t herapy must be chosvn vit h can,.

Types of Neurotic Disorder

Final answers to the causes and the best treatment of neurotic
I ii.caorder tnay.never coni . certainly it is apparent OW there is no
one therapy anS...more than there is one singk cause, This discus-
sion of ho'w t 1w Vii.riinis therapists view the neurotic disorder and
a closer look at each of the major neurotic types, their similarities
and differences, as well as at a few of Ow treatnwnt methods, may
be helpful in achieving a better understanding of both nurotic and
porm al resimnses to life.

II;



Anxiety

It is difficult to identify'an.ricty licnrosis, to distinguish it from
the occasional anxiety common to everyone, froth fear reactions
associated'with phobic neurosis, and Pspecially from anxiety as one
of the symptoms found in the other rwuroses. The key word might
be "specific." Anxiety over a corning event, with, worry about han-
dling oneself well or concern about the outcome, is certainly not
unusual. An interview, an examination, a party, a date with some-
one new ---the list of anxiety-provoking situations in ordinary life
is nearly infinite. Indeed, most peoole worry .unnecessarily, the
most futile exercise of all being to worry after the fact, after the
deed is done, or the wrong wr-rd is spoken..

Fortunately. most people recover from thest temporary tribula-
tions. "Oh, well. that's life" or "better luck rxt time" might be
typical responses for bouncing back from s ch anxiousness. Suf-
ferers from anxiety neurosis, on the othe hand, are surrounded
with a cloud of anxiety, nonspecific, sub qitive, perv.asive. Free-
floating anxiety is a common, an:i very pt, descriptiOn for this
aura that hovers, for no apparent reas'in, so that even minor crises
precipitate strong feelings of dread. NAtnen the acute worry or fear
appears suddenly, for no logical- reasen, it is called an "anxiety
attack," whereas. an "anxiety reaction" is the term when- such
feelings of dread linger long after the upsetting event or fearfW
encounter is over and done. Unlike a phobic reactionjw,which
the anxiety has becowe focused on a specific object or iptuatior
dogs, elevators, crowN --the neurotic anxiety response may have
no partici] I ar reason for its onslaught.

t
.

"Butterflies" before performing-in a recital or giving a.speech, a Ir
queasy stomach Imfore a date, or clammy hands before a job,
interview who has not eXperienced such discomfort? Feelings
like these have their place, since they indicate the hormonal reac-
tion which excites or arouses the body to put forth the energy
necessri5 for accornplishrNmt, for excelling in the Situation.

Sim ilar\wosations don't ?teem to help the coping responses of the
anxiety neurotic person, who may be convinced that he's dying,
after experiencing the frightening tralors, palpitations 6f the,
.heart, and rapid or shallow breathing 'which are symptomatic of/
this,syndrome. And if these begin with no apparent reason, there iS
I he constant dread that they will begin again. The tendency to
breathe rapidly and heavily, a condition known as hyperventila-#
tion, is espeCially unsettling. Many physicians may be able, to
detect the real reason, for it and to explain it to the patient's satis-
(actiOn; others may believe, frum the evidence, that ther, is the-
possibility of heart involvement arid recommend additional tests,
so that the..patient is further alarmed.

Most. anxiety neurotics live fairly productive lives, with little
likelihood that they will develop other stress-related complaints or
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psychot 1 impairolent. Nor is their IV 4ian .hortened Piecause. of
,

this neur kis, which usually hegins when they are in theis twenties.
4. ,

'This most Common,of the iychiatrie syndromes knows no social,
emnoinic, or educational level. Some investigators into the problem
believe that there may be some as yet unknown, or -at least
urlproved,, reason for the di 51 erence between anx Ay neurotics and
normal individuak, possi dy a biochemical basis, The difference
may by caused by the u4krstandable apprehension and.inactivity
of the neurotic person. I ri any case, it does :.eetn to run in families,
and there k the suggestion that, in men, alcoW ism may mask the
condition, accounting, at leastilartially, for/tlw statistical finding
that twice as many wwnen as men are'affected.

Many psychotherapists have attempted to give a rationale for
this irrational, subjective fear,And dread. Freud called kthelunda-
nwntal problem of neurosis.11e came to believe that it occurred
because the ego repressed dangerous impukes when anxiety arose
in a dangerous situationi Adler was convinced that feelingA of
inferiority caused .anxiely, while Jung came to the conclusion that
petiple feared awareness of themselves. According to the Ne
Freudians, theye k internalized conflict, -breakdown of defen. e
mechanisms, did disturbance ')f interpersonal relationshiPs. Late ,
this view was expanded .1) mean a threat to the security .of Ow
personality.,

Pre& lably, the Existential thinking considers the neurotic as
one who sees no purpose or mealing in life. Dread comes because ofr .

a co9flict in values and because there seems to be no answer for
spiritual problems Which arise. Maslow saw the condition as a fixa-
tion in safety needs, which holds the indiv,idual back from the
achievement of real self-hood. The anxiety neurotft is limited in his
acceptance of reality and, by protecting himself with aH his little
defenses, is unahle to live fully.

Fortunately,. most eases of anxiety neurosis are mild and rarely
lead to hospitalization. In fact, they often remit, or go away, to
return with decreasing frequency, or, never. Encouragement and
reassurance, Nhet her furnished by a general practitioneror a psy-
chotherapist, an interested friend_or pastor, are often the best and
only treatment required. Sedatives are often prescribed and can be
of help, but only mild tranquilizers are advised.

Desensitization -is occasionally emploYed, the mildest anxiety-
provok ing idea or stitrulus introduced first, followed by increas-
ingly disturbing stimuli, or flooding, presenting the most alarming
po'ssihilities to arouse a ;,imulated anxiety, may be the treatment
of choice. There are caws, too, which have been successfully
t reated with assertiveness training, the object -being to raise .the
individual's own self-evaluatiol.



4 `Deper,onalization
4 .

Everyone has lad brief, occasional. Alice-in-Wonderland sensa-
tions. Tirne may seem.to stop or to advance at erratic spee4; the

. body may seem to be floating, to be larger than anything around it, b_

or to have become, suddenly, indefensibly small; one's immediate
world may look alien and menacing, with familiar things changed
in shape and color. Among persons with no histor of mental or
emot mal troyble, this depersonali2ation may occur when an indi-
vidua s haWasleep, utterly exhausted, or under th influence of
drugs, ,. . ..

Qfpersonatization, de Jed as feelings of strangeness and
unreality concerning the self or the environment, has only recently
been added to the lexicon of neuroses as a separate syndrome. It is 4

now conside'red not oniy an ogcat4ional symptom, in other neurotic
statesibut, sometimes, a separate diagnostic condition. It is also
frequently recognized -in certain physical or psychoCc situations,$
such as the early stages pf schizophrenia or in temporal lobe
epilepsy. . . .,

There may be a sensation of cheange involving both the inner akd
outer, worlds and an uncomfortable feeling of insubstantialit?:
Physically, bodily perceptions are of deadness, hollowneK, or
detachnwnt. Psychically, sheer fright is an understandable reac-
tion; incapacity to feel any emotion is anpther. The syndrome may
appear in conjunction y'th anxiety.and certain phobic states such
as agoraphobia or extre e shyness. It has been particularly noted
among disturbed young adults, some of, whom suffered from a
badly warped sense of time and a belief that the world was coming
to an end.

Interestingly, clinicians are observing tha,t4vurotic depersonali-
zation can be a decompensation and deferAPwhich some indi-
viduak udConsciously establish against an incipient psychotic
conditjon, or it may occur during therapy for other syndromes as
part of the gettirig-well process. In fact, it may be a temporary
evasion of and r,esistance to the whole therapeutic activity. If so,
it is recommended that the therapy continue in the very s'ame direc-.
tion which has Produced the depersorialization. Some therapists
suggest self-actualization as the treatment tof choice for this
neurotic syndrome. For persistent episodes, all advise therapy in
a Apeciiiist clinic.

Deorey-non

"Am I blue?" So went thi' old song. Bluebecause his "baby done
left him," the singer was voicing a perfectly valid reason for feeling
lom Abandonment, bereavement, discouragement, or failure are
all triggers for a melancholy mood. It's easy to list many obvious
"blues-makers" a succession of cloudy days, the fat igue frinn too
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much work and too little, time, or a "let-clown" after an exciting.

trip or joyful holiday.
When the mood drags on and becoKg more pronounced than the

normal ups and downs of daily living warrant, it is called depres=

This disoMer, in all its forms, Aas probably .been more
discussed, researched, and written about than any other, The
'loathed melthicholy," invited "hence" by the poet Sohn Milton,

received its name crom the anCient Greeks. They saw depression as

too much "melan chole," or "Kock bile,7 one of the four "huniors,"

or bodily substances which they believed controlled the body and

brain. There have been periods in history --eras of-national growth
and optimism, in factsuch,as the Age of Elizabeth I in England,

when the att itude of melanc l:, either real or affected, ,,yas con-

sidered acceptable, even sty ndeed, there is a large hocly of

literatore within Western 'tilt re which was produced duping

bouts of deep depresion. Familiar, too, *is the history of -inter-

mittent depression suffered ;by such eminent people as Abraham

Lincoln, Winston Churchill,i Sigmund Freud, and, most recently,

Edw'w ("Buzz") Aldrin.
With good reason depression has been galled the mentarillness

of the 1970s. ThQ,Na::onal Institute.of Mental Health has estimated

that 4 to 8 million AmericanA sufferso severely from depreSsion

that 'they are unable to maintain their normal activities or must
seek therapy, while 10 to 15 minion. more are mildly affected,
probably not to the point of serious disruption of their lives, but
certainly ti) the extent of much unhappiness to themselves and

their families.
It is estimated, alsg, that about twice as many. Worpon as m'en

are afflicted with this disorder, although some diagnosticians feel

that alcoholism, amopg men may actually be -a inanifestation of
depression. This Kasft "difference has raised another question,for
therapists and researchers alike: Can it be. explained', in large

part, at least, by women's social and economic status and the
learned-helplessness role, Ti some rwarchers believe, or are there

genetic and hormonal reasons fof-' the differ,ence There are a
number of researchers`, 'some of them funded by NIM1-1, who are

looking for answers and, hence, relief for the symptoms of

depression.
For many people, denression is serious enough to be .1ife threat-

ening. Suicide and depression have an alarming correlationnot
all persons who attempt suicide are depressed, nor do all thol-ie

suffering from depressive illness seek this way out, far' from K.

1But about 7:) permit of those who attempt suicide are seriously

depressed.
The millions of.,A.mericans who can't seem to snap mit.of it, who

remain downhearted and troubled for longer periods than the
4'verage expectancy or ,for whom grief has become a way of life,.

may .be u f feting froni one of several types of depression, for one'
9
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,or a number of 6auses. There is the depression which may acconf-
pany a physical illness., a natural phenomenon which should dis..
appear when the body rights itself. (Therapists nearly always, re-
quire a patient to have a thorough physical examination at the,very
beginning of treatment.)

Bouts of depression are.sometimes a shdrti-lived accompaniment
Co bodily chatiges or cyclital events, such as meristrpation. Post-
partum depres:q.ion, or "after-baby blues," is notl,ing unusual oc
fearfulunless -its condition lingers or rendersithe mother..(and
father, indirectly) unable to care for and enjoy the now 'child.
Certalnly,, reaction to Change in body and appearance, sleepless
nights, and realizatior, of a new, awesome responsibility may well
cum bine to elicit a few temporary mood changes.

The most coalition =bodily cycle, growing old, is often accompa-
nied by depressionnot everyone agrees With the poet Robert
Browning that Athe best is yet to he." In 5ome indiViduals, there is
no marked reaction to the agilig process, while for other's, the
response to disturbances of metabolism or glaindular function, may
bring about serioul; signs of trouble, with sciA depi.essive symP-
toms as insomnik, excesssive anxiety, worry,. and physical aim-
plaints such as dizziness, headaches, and overtiredness. This has
been called involntional depre.s.sion, or involutional melancholia.
It usually appears in women around the ages of 45 to 55, and in men
around 50 to 65. (Authorities have differed as to whet1vr the amdi-
don is unique to this age group or may be psychotic depression,
the more current view.)

Many individuk who have remained unaffected by this involu-
tional syndr.pme become deples.sed in later years. Retirement, loss
of a spouse, and financial worries fi "fluently trigger depression in
the Mid&-aged and elderly. The dread of no longer being needed
at the job which has occupied much of one's thoughts and time or
at home--.--glibly called the "empty-nest syndrome"--can be devas-
tating. Fortunate is the man or woman-whose physical and mental
health com;)lement each other, or work in tandem, so to speak; who
may find mmther position, paid or volunteer, or who contentedly
finds this time to be an opportunity fot new letaing or service
experiences or for the enjoyment of books and hobbies for which
there was never enough time before.

Of course for niany, recoVery from grief and loss may take quite
a whilc This period should not, be overly prolonged, nor should it
he hurried or postponed. The therapeutic term, "working through
grief," is apt, since it implies gradually leaving the grief behind
and, at least partially, filling the void with other, positive interests.

Because depression may be exhibited occasionally by everyone,
from childhood through old age, and because it may accompany
physical illness and transitory stress, it is easier to describe than
to classify. What's more, two of the major affective; or ernotional,
disorders are known principally by their deprepsive symptoms. The
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first of these, bipolar, or monic-depresNion, alternates between
mowls of ex.citement and of lethargy and 'withdrawal. The "up"
period may he one of euphoria and elation atul frequently of feel-
ings .of near-omnipotence, not necessarily of happiness, cer-
tainly not of contentnomt. The "down"..period is just that. Changes
betv6en the two are signaled by changes in body cycles--rhythms
of sleep, energy, ev(sn temperature.

The other affecti've disorder, known as u nipolar, lacks the manic
swings. [loth of these forms of depression are psyclmtie, whereas
neurotic or reuctivedepression does not indicate loss-of touch with
reality and is not nearly as disruptive and destructive a psycholog-
ical disturbance. Further, psychotn\ depression may appear for no
reason that is readily apparent to-the outsider, while nolrotic de-
pression can often be' tied to a fairly specific event, even though
the occasion for the depressed response may not he as obvious as
that.which follows a normal reaction to grief.

In the renctive depression, there may woll be, also, a history of
other neurotic manifestations in the individual and in other mem-
bers of the family. And in contrast to persons suffering from other
flellrasOti, the depressive neurotic seems more likely to respond to
stress or grief with self-accusations and guilt, and often to be rather
insecure and passive, oversensitive, and inclined to harbor rather
than to express anger and resentment, so that his depressed mood
seems to he out of proportion to its cause,

Most .neurotic depressives make their condition evident in their
constant horedom and inact ivity, tiredness, and lack of intorest: in
activities which 'formerly brought enjoyment.. They may be irri-
table, for'get ful, crankY about minor annoyances, indecisive,'and
slow to react. They may cry a lot and have little appetite for food
or sex, with physical complaints ranging from indigeStion and con-
stipation through insomnia or disturbed sleep to headaches, dizzi-
ness, and abnormal heartrates. Man,. may unconsciously hide their
depression from t hemselves and others with overdrinking, over-
eating, or oN. erworking, or with prmniscuity or gambling, activi-
t ies which may also he a means of seeking relief from melancholy.
(Since alcohol is itf a depressant, since overeating arid overwork-
ing n ay lead to physical impairment, and since promiscuity and
gambling may lead to feelings of guilt, the relief is likely to lead in
a circle right back to further depression, exacerbating rather than
solving the prohlenii

For most cases of the -hlues," the cures are as obvious as the
catise:-:, and the greatest of these is time to rest, to lick raw's
%corny's, and to regain perspective, alone or with a sympathetic
011)(1.. From friends, physicians, and advice columnists come all
manner of suggest ions, nearly all of them effective: change Of scene
or of tasks, like making a rww 1nstead of cleaning the closets,
(a. chloppinV W(H)11 instead of cleaning out the basement; giving one-
self a special treat (according to (artoons, a new hat is the tradi-



tional mood elevator for women); looking up friends who are
especially congenial; taking time out just for oneself; or helping
someone else.

Ideas of this 'Sort are splendid for anyone who is down in the
dumps. Indeed, one woman who called the National Institute of
Mental Health's Public Inquiries office for advice in finding therapy
for her depression evidenced the beginning of' recovery when she
said, "I think I'd feel better if I got out and did something for some-
body e!se."

However, to most people in the midst of a depressive episode,
whether neurotic or psychoti6, such suggestions would seem flip-
pant and uncaring, cruel, even. Such remedies probably seem like
just-ton much trouble to the individual in a mild depression, feeling
low about the present ahd pessimistic about the future, unable or
unwilling to deal with the day-to-day business of living. They
would certainly be unwelcome to the severely depressed, the person
who is completely withdrawn and apathetic, until time and .therapy
have d4me part of the recovery work.

Periods of moderate depression, signified by slowed thinking and
action, are considered by some to be the most dangerous because
suicide is likelyself-guilt is especially strong among this group,
and they are able to muster enough energy to generate at !east a
suiCidal attempt as a solution to their problems. Usually there are
warning signs, aptly and poignantly called "cries for help." Occa-
sionally the despondent mood may appear to lift or disappear
immegiately preceding the act of suicide, evidencing the individu-
al's rAl lei' at finding a way out. Unfortunately, conventional therapy
(loesn't always work, and constant vigilance by concerned dthers is
not always possible.

But the outlook for people suffering from neurotic depression is
bright. Most people, whether they are involved in mental health
service or not, are becomihg more informed about the nature of
depression of all sorts. There is not such surprise as formerly that
some men and womenand young people.are depressed rather
than exhilarated by Christmas or .Hannukah, times of giving and
nwrrimont or by t he beauty and promise of spring, seeming rather
to identify with a cold November.

It is known, loo, that most mild depressions nearly always dis-
appear without treatment and that usually they do not recurthey
just. have to be lived through. For more serious cases, therapy of
sonw sort is required, sometimes for only a short period. Therapy
can tw achieved through the administration of antidepressant drugs
physician-prescribed, of course), the use of electroconvulsive shock

t r ea t men t s, a talking therapy, or a combination of these. No matter
which therapy or combination of therapies is used, it is important

more important than many realizethat treatment be continued
past the point of feeling a little better to the point of assurance by
bot h pat lent and therapist that the desired recovery is well on the
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way. Meathwhile, medications can be lessened in strength and other
types of treatment in frequency, until the patient can stand<on his
own. .

During an episode of neurotic depression,spsychotherapy smay be
used which can help the patient to uncover the *emotional back-
grounds of distress and to change personality and living patterns
so that the recurrence of depressions, is less likely. Supportive
group therapy, listening and being listened to, making and accept-
ing suggestions, is beneficial for some individuals.

A new therapy is being tried in Philadelphia with good results
about 80 percentalthough its chief practitioner, Dr. Aaron Beck,.
director of the Mood Clinic at the University of Pennsylvania Hos-
pital wants to do followups for a few more years before making
great claims for his style of ti eatment. This cognithy therapy, as it
is called, seems so sensible and old-fashioned that new may seem
to be the wrong adjective.

The idea is to help change thinking about oneself and one's

world, so that the individual will recognize incorrect .atitomatic
reactions and view them objectively. In this way, a negative
thoughtI'm wicked and unworthy of anything good, the world is
a terrible place, things can't get any better cari be put aside before
it becomes depressing. The therapist collaborates with the patient
rather than playing God, dealing with symptoms and behavior
rather than digging into the unconscious.

Dr, Beck sometimes suggests talking to oneself: "I've prepared
dinner ( made a good sale, passed an exam) many'tinses- before, so
why should I not kw able to do it now?" The patient may be required
to keep a journal of activities and the good or bad feelings which
accompanied each event. Going over such a list can be illuminating
for the pat ient who may have viewed reactions in a negative way,
whereas the doctor or Romeone close to the patient can point out
positive accompliShments and pleasant experiences.

Therapists are eager for depressed persons to know what they
know, .that (epression is not hopeless, tbot if they wait awhile, it
will pH)bably go away. If it lingers too long, or recurs too soon or
too frequently, there are many resources l'or3/401).

Hypocholvina

Maiutaining good health is a valid concern. Exercise, cleanliness,
'sufficient rest, and good medical atpintion are all obvious requi-
Aites. These and the informed use of hound nutrition are sufficient
to provide for most people the sound body which, since ancient
times, has been deemed basir for a sound mind. Nor should such
practice require much time and effortor thought if good habits
are formed.

There an, individuak, however --perhaps 5 percent of those
classified as neurotic for whom these concerns berome such a
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preoccupatn'x that, they form a way .'of life. In hypoohondruwal
Ywwros c. mplaints about constipation, pains in the heart; head,
stomach, or back, 6r perhaps of symptoms proving the presence of
some awful and preferably rare disease consunie a good part of
one's time and attention and unfortunately, conversation. The
hypochondriac eagerly reads abotAt new diseases and tries pew
medications, with little real knowledge of medical pathologY. She
( more commonly ihe hypochondriac is female) is likely to use a
wide raqge of mgdications with little discrimination and, when
&sera)* her condition, to present not one but many symptoms.

Few hypochondriacs are actually physically unhealthy. As in the.
h ysterical neuroses, they do not show anxiety which might reason,
ably be expected of 4.13,e outcomes of such dreadful illnesses as they
describe. Unlike con ve7esion b ykteries, however, -they; do not exhibit
such sensory,. motor, or visceral symptoms as paralysis 'or anes-
thesia. And as might be expected, a real organic illness, with hypo-
chondria, grows in the patient's Mind until it 'is magnified far
beyond reality.,

A hypochondriac can realiy ruin a family outing. Suddenly Mom,
following a fairly predictable pattern, "doesn't feel up to it." Other
family members may go on but their good time will be tarnished by
guiltleelings for having left her alone or by dread of the recital of
woes thv will have to listen to on their return. While there ma4
be strdng belief that she is actually 'quite well, those close to her
will hesitate to disregard her complaints completely, (It is unfortu-
nate that sometimes persons of normal psychic enelgy may push
themselves beyond their physical energy to avoid any inconvenience
to others or an appearance of hypo&iondria.)

How does hypochondria come abolit? Its example in a parent or
other close rclatiVe is a good start, as is overconcern with childhood
illnesses, beyond the normal precautions. The pleasurable sensa-
tions of receiving added parental attention, a visit by the doctor,
and sympathy from friends and siblings naturally help to mitigate
t he discomfort of an illness. This reaction is prope'r and right. It
may kad to future trouble, though, if the patient learns to use ill-
ness as a way bf controlling th,:ie around him and of avoiding dis-

.

tressful situations, .

Many cases of hypochondria begin in middle life. A far greater
itupetus to the development of this condition than the normal
physical difficulties which may accompany aging is the disappoint-
ment of realizing that one's life has not, and probably now will not,
.achieve what one had hoped. Discontent with one's marriage, occu-
pational outlook, or social situation may trigger hypochondria in
the predisposed person as a respodse and a retreat. If one is sick,
one doesn't have tdbtry. She receives sympaaly as a substitute for
love, with no active effort on her part. And if genuine disability is
exacerbated by'hypochondria, the individual may not try to learn
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to cope with his disability or to compensate for it through_more

normal; healthy means.
Since the hypochondriac is not consciousiy malingering afirl;truly

believes she is not well, treatment is difficult. Indeed thp theiapist

who, after a thorough examination or physical*ort of file patient,'
indicaes disbelief in the seriousness of the ecoulftion will probably-

kise the patient to someone else. It is possible and certainly to be
hoped that some behavior-modification methods may be tIffective
lir that the patient may become convinced through therapy that
approaching life squarely will be healthy and self-fulfilling rather
t han, ultimately, self-defeating.

Hy.steria

The rteurbsis known as hys.ieria can appear in many forms.
Sometimes it mimics physical disabilitiesa lame leg, writer's
cramp, deafness, or loss of ,sensation. Occasionally it is hystvia
that, accounts for a blocking out of one's identity and past, or of'

running away ar4 starting a new life. With no memory of former
ties and responsQlities. Also, there are a few instances of two or

more personalities, each of them a complete entity within the same

body, which may he aitributed to this disorder.
Fiction, cinema, and television have found situations based on

.sUch real-life examples a rich lode indeed. Who has not seen a story

about a sing% who, when her big moment finally arrives, unac-
countabl'Y lose§ her voice, or a show about the victim of a crime
who; for-no apparent physical reason, is sa.uck deaf or blind? And

the husband who suddenly remembers his identity after years.of

wandering and returns to his family, sometimes to his wife's con-

sternation, is superlative material. Gothic novels are replete with
sleepwalkers, roaming unaware through dark qorridors with, eyes

wide-open and arms outstretched. Also, people remember the
absorbing book, later a film, The Three Faces of Eve, which

recounts a true k;tory about multiple pbrsonality.
The frequenc y. with which various models of hysterical neurosis

have been dramatized, and the impact of II 'wspaper accounts of
forlorn individuals ftiund homeless and penniless in a bus station
with.no idea of who they are or where they came from, far outweigh
statistical reality. It is estimated that less than 10 percent of all

neuroses which are treated may properly be called hysteria. The

condition is. by no 'means n exclusively female disorder, as the
ancient Greeks believed, although more women than men are so

classified; social and cultural factors may well have dictated this
pattern as more appropriate to wom'en than men, as with somof
the other neurotic patterns.

Long before I tippocrates, hysteria was recognized as an individ-

ual and, On occasion, a group phenomenon. Mass hysteria has
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occurred from time to time, for instance in the wiliL outbreaks
known as St. Vitus' Dance cicring the Middle Ages. In more recent
times, there have been re,4,a of seizures of entire assemblages of
people in a schoolroom, an in;lc.b,tial plant, or a rehgious gathering,
with all of them exhibiting the same symptoms of a reaction which
spread from one to the dther by the power of strggestion.

The study of hysteria and its treatment, first with hypnosis and
later' through psychoanalysis, was an opening wedge in the 19th
century's inquiries into the neuroses. In fact, the first significant
publication, of the psychoanalytic school was Studies in thrüL,
by Drs. Sigmund Freud and Josef Breuer. (Interestingly, Fre d's
theory that the hysterical symptoms evidenced in physical disabil-
ities or illness are actually "conversions" of sexual needg and con-
flicts is reminiscent of Hippocrates' theory of the "wandering
womb.") Pierre Janet, a fellow-studept of Freud's when heistudied
under Dr. Charcot in Paris, isdeenlekt first to give a psyrholog-
ical theory of neurosis. He considereeit a einstitutional Vveakness
of.tho nervous system and blamed hySteria on poor heredity and
degeneracy. His therapy, however, was a foremmer of both
psychotherapeutic and behavioral therapies.

Therapists now know that the emergence of hysterical reactions
may be impelled not only by sexual problems but also by avoidance'
of painful duties or inereasingly derhanding, uncomfortable respon-
sibilities, by escape from stressful or painful memories or pros-
pects, or even by distrust of one's own motives and desires. Hysteria
r6embles' other neurotic patterns in these respects and in its use
of the repression of 'undesirable thoughts and impulses. Obviously,
dealing with a conflict by forgetting it (avoiding it), if succesSful in
early life, can easily turn intna hah4, with repression as the chosen
method cif handling crises in later life.

Hysterical neurosis has certain similarities also to the hysterical
personality disorder. This disorder is a paradox because its effec-
tive result is a relatively firm control of interpersonal relationships,
even though its basic message is one of frailty and helplessnes's.
The hysterical mode maY be forming when one begins'in childhood!
to view the world unrealistically, without. the ability to weigh facts
and to make critical judgments for oneself. According to many
therapists, these ingredients mixed with (or because of) insuffi-
cient proportions .01* love j61, 'attention in the early years are the
recipe for the hystericaiff)et<onality. It is axiomatic that low self-
regard can result from receiving loving parental attentkm only
when one is sick or playing a role. The other concomitant of the
hysterical personality, a feeling of wort hlessness and inadequacy,
follows logically.

Such descriptive terms as emotional, histrionic, unrealistic, or
incurably romantic are applicable to both groups. Both are un-
aware that they are, over-reacting. Some current therapists' have
observed that the two, the hysterical personality disorder and
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hysterical neurosis,- are akin in yet another rdspectthe uncon-
scious but pervailte obduraey and self-will evidenced in both, a
vestige of Janet's comment about the hysteric's fixed, though sub-
conscious, ideas. In the hysterical personalityllisordeN this control
is exercised over one's responses from others. The self-will is seen
as prime factor in conversion reactions, historically the more
familiar of the hysterical neuroses.

Conversion reaction is the hysterical imitation of physiCal qmp-
toms. It appears in sensory symptoms such as analgesia; a loss of
sensitivity to pain; anestMsia, a loss of all feeling in some part of
the body; or paresthesia, strange, tingling sensationa. Sometimes
the conversion emerges in motor symptomspa&lysis of an arm
or leg, or in mutism, deafness, or blindness. ViRceral 'symptoms
headache, choking sensations, or persistent hiccoughing or snedz-.
ing--are another possible response of the conversion type.

New knowledge about the extraordinary ability of an individual
-to control bodily functions blood pressure, migratne headaches,
possibly even some epileptic seizures--has anoused great interest
recently among scientists and lay persons alike. AWarenessbf this
ability renders more comprehensible the unconscious cower of the
conversion hysteric to blot from sight what he does not wish to see,
to immobilize a limb he does not wisb to move, or to be deaf to what
he does not wish to hear. Cages of paralysis of a hand which had
injured Someone or of deafness to prevent hearing of a loved ones
death are typical conversion reactions.

Interesting observations of conversion reactions were made dur-
ing both World Wars among some,of the military peraonnel who
repotted for "sick call." A soldier who 'suffered from ,such a stiff
hack that be could not straighten up, or a gunner with tremors or
paralysis in his "shooting arm;" an airman who compl4ned of
night-blindness (41.-hrflew night missions), or his buddy Who suf-
fered from blurred or double vision; sailors seized with deafness,
trouble in breathing, or aphonia, in which they could not speak
above a whisperall these illustrate ways of handling stressful
situations unconsciously, without having to admit to fear or failure,
and without damage to self-esteem.

With the passing years, there have been many changes in the
tyPes of conversion reactions as medical discoveries made many
illnesses easier to diagnose and new treatments made some dis-
abiliities more fare. Certain-characteristics remain, however. The
hysteric ig still viewed as histrionic, manipulative, unconcerned

/ about hiS disability, demanding, dishonest, and usually unaware
of die depth of his self-centeredness. The ferile hysteric is seen as
sexually provocative but frigid and basically rejecting and, like
most hysterics, possessingPa low sense of self-worth.

Fewer dramatic sensory or motor types of hysterical neuroses
are appearing at present, especially among better educated per-
sons; however, simulations of the more unusual diseases, difficult
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to diagnose and treat eVen when they are real, are croppirig up. ,..
There have also been cases of hysterical appendicitis'or tubercu-
losis, even pregnancy; 'with many of the presenting symptom:5 to\
lend authenticity. Inspiration for these comes, of course, from .the
illnesses of friends or relatives (or television).

i
Despite the striking similarity of hysterical pseudodiseases to

the reatthinic skilled diagnosticians can usually spot the hysterical
disturbance. For one thing, the hysteric shows little concern about
his disability or its possible long-term consegances. For another,
the disability does not follow the expected patterna paralyzed -

leg or, arm does not wither from muscular disuse, the hysterically \
blind .person does not bump into things, and muscles contracted i
into writer's tramp or a locked knee usually relax during sleep,
sometimes remaining relaxed for a while if the person is awakened
suddenly. Most illustrative" are the once-familiar "glove" and_
"stocking" anesthesias, in' which the lack of feeling extended in
pattern that would fit a ,' .rment rather than the actual system of

inerves.
The distinction between conversion ,eactions and real organic

disorders may be blurred when there has been a genuing,disorder
prior to the onset of its hysterical counterpart. Diagnosii can be
difficult, too, in the cav of a victim of an industrial or automobile .
accident who [nay see 'his condition as proving beneficial finan-
ciallyA, However, such malingerers react differently from the true
hysteric in their defensive responses to inquiries or sympathy,
being surly and evasive rather than typically open, dramatic, and
unconcerned when discussing their symptoms.

Feding sick at the prospect of an unpleasant event or-another
day with a teacher or a boss one dislikes is not unusual, nor is it .

unheard Of to
le

avo facing a problem by claiming illneSs. Most peo-
p could plead ilty to this occasionally. The conversion hysteric,
however, comes finally to ..mploy this means of avoiding even
everyday vexations which most of us handle with an all-in-the-
day's-work attitude, perhaps with some grumbling or a similar 1,,

tension-reducMg mechanism.
Many people, at times of emotional shock --loss of a spouse,

extreme financial reversil, or an accidentundergo temporary
periods of unreality, giving the impression of being dazed. An over- '
load of stimuli or of things one thinks must be done all at once may
result in brief lapses of conscious activity. At such times, pausing
awhile to imll oneself together is wise and salutary. Scarlett
O'Hara's Wav of handling reversals, "I'll think about that toma-
row," works well for many people. Waiting until things are quiet or
until one is rested, When the first shock is dissipated, is useful for
gaining perspective and regaining calm.

The kss stable personality, however, who has not learned to cope \
with extraordinary demands on his psychic rources has little
protection from the results of anxiety find, as in conversion reac-
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Lions, may tiAe repression of anxiousethoughp and rejection of real-
ity to an extreme degree. As stress mounts and unpleasant
memories pile up, or as guilty, unwoi-thy wishes and actions mul-
tiply, the individual seeks escape. Few people; though, envision
themselves as 'so cowardly as to tun away. One way out is repres-
sion, conscious or 'unconscious, With the uneonscious repression
comes repression of large parts of the personality. The more agree-
able portions'will continue to func"tion in theusual 'way, since only
th,i unbearable or threatening matter- is considered undesirable:
This is the dissociative reaction.

This dissociation between parts of the whole person, when it
resuIts in total or partial loss of memory for one's identity and
past. life, is called amnesia. Cases of physiological amnesia occur
from time t(Ctime frpm brain injuty or diseases of the nervous sys-
tem or in certain disorders of the ;wing; in these inAances, infor-
mal ion stored in the memory is truly lost.

Further avoidance of problems, not only by forgetting but by
running away, phNcsically escaping, is known as a fitgue tate. Oc-
casionally, though not inxariably, die individual who has th'ils,
escaped may, after days pr even years, wake up and, realize that
he is pot where hetelongs, having complete amnesia for the events
of his fugue experience. In the meantime, he'may have, quite lit-
erally, started a newk life with no conscious Tecollectiim of the old.
Interestihgly, during the fugue, his habits, ethical values, talents,
and interests will probably remain rhe same. H is activities, though,
may well .teflect some Visitfulfillment in the new identitY he

,assumes, showing an unconscious choice of new patterns melded
with the old.

The dissociative reaction -can show urr also in som win balis in, or
sleepwalking, althotigh some cases may 'be due to a.neurological
abnor,lality.' Characteristic symptoms of :this syndrome, which
seems to occur more often in boys and men, are walking or per-
laming ritualistic behavior apparently, with great,purpo,4 even
though in a dreamlike trance; responMveness to questions and com-0
mands; and an amnesiac con.dition for the sleepwalking period
upon awaking. Children frequently outgrow the .condition, which
may be accompanied by night terrors and bedwetting. Since the
sleepwalker may come to harm or, occasionally, do harm to some-
one. else, therapy, physical or psychological or a combinatic?n, is
warranted!

The sayings4"4,just not mysMf today" or "f didn't think you
had it in you,"- reflect ordinary reactions to normal variations in
personality. A wish- to he more easygoing or more tivacious, a re-
gret over misbehavior, .a desire to arypear more composed--all of
these are occa4ional,- but :very predictable, responses in life. And
everyone gives way sometimes, usuall0 with more surprise to
others than detriment to ,himself. The dramatic, fothunately rare,
cases of duo/ or in iiItijiT e personality illustrate a hysterical him-
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dling of this sort of eruption of unwelcome thoughts and impulses
into the consciousness.

This multiple perso'nality change appears to be wrought in j.wo
complete beings or more, rather than composed of fragmeptrol the
previous personality as in the case of the amnesiac. Anclvtinlike the
Victims of amnesia, the two oi more personalities holised in the
same body usually have quiVifferent value systems and manner-
ism'sprudish vs. promiscuous, animated vs. quiet and reserved,
neat vs. a nkempt. Seemingly, the one must compensate, or perhaps
atone, for the other. These complete\switches in personality, lead-

. ing to disparate preferences in clothing, companions, even speech,'
may take place ,in only a moment or two, in some instances without
either personality being aware of the other. More diffitult to com-
prehend are cases where, although the dominant personality is not
constious of the other, the "co-conscious" personality inIsome way,
such as automatic writing, indicates an awareness of the thoughts
and activities Of the dominant one, if only. to jeer.

Such classie forms of hysterical, reactions, conversion or dis-
sociative, may not be encountered as frequently as formerly. As
with phobiCand other neuroses, styles do change. Parenthetically,
it might be conjectured that some of thq young persons who sud-
denly abandon jobs or schooling to ernbrace a new cult or "follow
the guru," certainly a more appealing meihod of avoidance than
Most of the tlystericál reactions mentioned above, may haVe more
in common) with the so-called "sofa ladies" of former,: days than
they might realiz.e. These were the women vhO, after a lover,was
lcilledin battle or the family fortunes declined, "took to their beds,"
to be nurtured for the rest of their long lives by their families and
visited by sympathetic friends on their,Sunday afternoon rounds.

"Curing" the hysterical neurosis can, be difficult. Sometimes; of
eourse, sponlaneous remission will occur. The stressful situation
which prompted'onset of the condition may subside or disappear
or, through the intervention of a helpful friend, the faniily phy-
sician or a clergytnan, the sufferer may bi."! led to a change in living
,and thinking which will alleViate thestress or ease adaplation to it.
through mfge normal avenues. A person may be prompted to
return from a frigue state Mien faced with eVen more distasteful
problems than he fled from originally. Usually, however, it is ad-
v isableto seek therapy.

There are certain techni'qUes, hypnosis and,drug tiierapy, which
e have been 4ised for many years and which are found helpful in the
treatment of specific reactions-,--amnesia, paralysis, hysteriCal
deafness, and so on..Many therapists question, 'however, whether
removing specific Itlymptotris is sufficient. They wonder ,khether
the hysteric response to avoidance may not re-emerge in some
other form.

TheraPists who,' hold this opinion view their objective in treating
the victim of hysterical neurosis as seeing that the patient's symp-
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totns no longer,. vvork. A familiar lifestyle, comfortable or uncom-
fortable, is likely to.remain if it seems to work even passably. After

all, it is hu,man to resist relinquishing a cherished. concept or
changing an ingrained habit of thought or action. Therefore, a pat-

, tern of sickness as a response to life's challenges or.of repression
and forgetting as an escape must be altered.

The client thust truly want to make the changea requisite for
successful therapy in any neurotic or personality disorder. The
therapist can aLlow none of the usual plOys bf'the hysterical neu-
rotic, be it dishonesty abOnt famiiy relationships or past motiva-
tions, histrionics .or exaggeration, seductivenessor. shiftidg of
blame. The initial fOcus of treatment may be on removal of the re-
ported symptom, so that immediate relief can be obtained and the
chron;c pattern of sickness as a response can be broken. The final
obi(xtive is much more difficult. That aim is to change the client's
pattern of living and to force him to take full responsibility for

what happens in the future, with no attempts at the old defensive
patterns.

Neurasthenia

"Tired nerves" sounds like a television commercial. Actually, it
was Freud's definition of neura.sthrnia, literally "nerve weaknesS."
After Beard and others used the term, it beeame a late 19th and
early 20th century catchall explanation of many neueotic symp-
toms, "as nervous exhaustion and nervous breakdown are new.

The cure" was a long period of rest and relaxation, since it was
believed that the Cause was too -much work and stress. Indeed,
FreVil considered the United States the ntUral habitat for the
neurasthenic because of its frenetic hfe-style.

Overwork, of course, results in physical ra her than nervous ex-
haustion. But the chronic fatigue, sleepiness, lack of enthusiasm,
and inability to concentrate and complete a. task which are symp-
tomatic of the neurasthenic are comparable to the Sensations of
boredom, frustration, or disappointment which can occasionally
turn a sunny day gray for anyone. And just as the lethargic feeling
can be alleviated in the average person by going swimming or
(lancing or to a movie, so it is in neurasthenics, who usually rally
noticeably, if only temporarily, with attention and diversibm

It is' roughly estimated that neurasthenia cemprises about 10
percent of all neuroses. Like,them, it contains elements of pro-
longed, probably unconscious emotional struggles. Its sufferers are
sincere in their complaints, and its effects are a diminution of the

enjoyMent livin$1 Additionally, families, particularly spouses,
are 'held down by the weakness and weariness of neurasthenic
w\rsons, whose basic deficiencies are lack of self-confidence and
independence and whose history may include a sickly and over-
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protected childhood. The condition ,dtfferp `from hypochondria,
since it consists of general complaints of weakness and lassitude,
with vague aches and pains.

.

The neurasthenic is understandably hard to treat, sometimes
even welcomes the discovery o a real somatic disturbance which
will justify the chronic litan of complaints. Possibly there is a,
self-defeating factor against fecovery in that eventually the drear-
iness of the neurasthenic person will lose for that persqn the neces-

k-sary and desirable patience and support of family and friends.
Further, there is the distinct possit)ility that genuine physical dis-
orders may result from the lack of physicil exertion, good appetite,
and mental alertness which are ipoortant toigood health.

Some of the unhappiness and anxiety can be relieved by the use
of tranquilizing drugs. Permanent therapeutic results, however,

- depend on the promotion of undenstanding and self-confidence--in
other words, the developr: ()Tit of maturity and courage toward life.

Obsessive Compulsive Neurosis

The fabric of everyday life contafns many strands from games
children play,. ritual observances, old wives' tales, and proverbs
based on the experience of many generations. Only rarely, were we
to pause and look closely at this'tightly woven fabric, would we
notice these different threads unless there wece knots or holes or an
unpleasing predominance of an inharmonious color.

"Step on a crack, you break your mother's back." Children hop
and run from one concrete blotk to the next, happily calling out to
each other on their way home from school. They stare in amaze-
ment at the old man from down the street who touch's every fifth
fencepost and.every other lightpole, in unvarying order., when he
takes his evening walk.

"Knock .on wood." Nearly eV,ervone participates in such little
rituals. We cross our fingers to ward off bad luck (or to atone for
telling a fib). We knock on wood to ward off the had luck which
might come from bragging. Because of habit or custom or old
superstitions, we perform these small rites even though we feel a
hit foolish doing so. But checking a prescribed number of times on
the arrangement of the kitchen cannisters in order to alleviate
anxious feel ingseems alien and unnecessary.

With good reason and the wisdom of experience, grandmothers
adjure the young: "Look before you leap." Deciding on a major, a
career, a spouse, a divorce, a new house, or a new car should be ac-
complished with care and deliberate consideration, certainly. It is
a characteritic of the neurotic way that nothing can be done, no
new step taken or old one retraced, without painful weighing and
measuring, with' an agony of indecision precluding any action at
all.
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We wash the dishes before wO vacuum; put on the left shoe.first;
carry keys in the left -pocket and change in the, i.ight; read the
sports section of the newspaper before the editorials. We perform
such things as we do becaUse it's fasier,because jes more efficAt,
or, primarily, because it ,has become automatic and requires no
thought or decision. fAve are not distressed or rendered incapa-
ble of-carrying out the day's activities if a caller drops in before
the dishes are done or if someone else grabs the sports paires first.
We have probably discbvered for ourselves that "a place for every-
thing and erything in its place" really does work best, but a
temporary dis angement ,will not immobilize us. And, beink
hu man, .we may be nnoyed at the rigidity of the compulsively neat
and orderly.

Exaggeration of many normal mechanisms for handling day-to-
day living are part of the obsessive com pulsive neurotic pattern.
According to Webster, an obsession is "a persistent disturbing pre-

, occupation with an often irresistible idea or feeling." A compulsion
ik an "irresistible impulse to perform an irrational act." The word '
"ruminate," meaning "chew again" when referring in its cus-
tomary usage to bovines, is the apt term employed by therapists
for obsessive compulsive patients. The effects of the condition Indy
be deocribed by such terms as rigidity, indecision, self-disParage,
ment, sensitivity to criticismt rationalizing, and perfectionism.

The common core of agreement among all the many theories
about this neurotic, pattern is that, like the other neuroses, it is a
technique for 'dealing with life and an attempt to achieve a sense of
certainty in a uncertain world, to control oneself and one's sur-
roundings, and to achieve-physical and psychological protection
from forces and events considered to be threatening. Recently some
therapists have attributed it to reptessed rage, the struggle to mas-
terfeeling8 of insecurity and helplessness, or to confused notions
of time and place, even of life and iktath, These theories serve to
explain the indecisiveness which is a', hallmark of the scmdrome.
They clarify, too, the obsessive compulsive's unreasonable concern
with an unbelievably wide rang of possibilities which he imagines
may result because of his actions Or thoughts. ,

Freud believed that the obsessive compulsive unconsciously
fended off anxiety with three defense mechanismc3: isolation,

which separates an un4, ceptable idea or desire from its source in

the memory. leading in turn to dissociation of the emotion from
t hat memory; undoing, which must follow when isolation will not

do the job and attempts to cancel out the forbidden impulses by
such activities as checking An d rechecking or washing again and
again: and remq ion jOrmat ion , the adoption of attitudes and behav-

ior 'which are often repetitious and are directly opposed .to one's

true impulses.
Many obsessive persons are able to control their lives and envi-

ronments successfully to all outward appearances but with great
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tost to themselves and frequently to those around them, since
ordinary human interaytions are difficult for them. They can
rarely know the relief that comes from making a decision, since
yach tiny facet must he exainined and re-examined, polished and
repolished. Their striving for perfection can never be satisfied, nor
can they bear to be wrong. Unfortunately, the very qualities of per-
severance and devdtion to an ideal, which normalliare considered
admirable and worthy of emulation, are not indicative of psychis
health when they manage to blot out all other considerations. How-

_

ever, obsessions with a great idea or gcai have given society some of
its greatest contributions in new lands discovered, new serums syn-
thesized, or, old knowledge preserved.

Obsessive thoughts may be compared to the familiar occurrence
of a ttune whiqh continues td' echo unbidden in one's head, some-
times re-echoing for hpurs. The obsessive must contendin this way
with worries about Past actions, decisions about future problems,
or, worse, visionS of some catastrophe to himself or someone close
to him. Like everyone, such a person will be bothered by needless
and distressing recollection of an unpleasant experience, an error
in judgment, or thoughtlesg, hurtful comments. It is the unrelent-
ing persistence of such ruminations whivh sets the obsessive indi-
vidual apart. The abhorrence inherem. in constant refleclions
about such things as stabbing one's spouse, or private bodily func-
tions, or fear of committing an obscene act in public is easy to
imagine. It is no wonder that, as the disturbing thoughts chase
round and round,,the individual thus obsessed may take extreny
measures to exorcise them.

To counteract or to avoid acting on or even thinking about such
impulses, the obsessive person follows a natural tendency to sub-
Atitute with other thoughts and activs. Thus he may become good
to the point of stiff prudishneSs or preoccupied with the accom-
plishnient of a number of set tasks to the extent of creating an ex-
treme imbalance with other aspects of living. The relief of these
ruminations by ritualized behavior forms the compulsive actions
which render the harassed individual's life even more obviously
neurotic to the rest of the world,

Ritualized compulsioxschecking again And again, washing and
rewashing, knocking on a door a prescribed number of times
ease aggressive or hostile drives and overcome uncertainty and
doubt,' at least temporarily. The performance of most of these
neurotic compulsions doubtless seems as bizarre and senseless to
the person who is compelled to perform them as it does t.o the
observer.

True kleptomania, dangerous and guilt producing though it be,
is considered a compulsion. Washing the hands until the skin is
raw, checking the position of a certain chair lO times, or blinking
the left eye I I times :n succession are not unusual examples of the
co 7n puisive neurosis at work. One quite ordinary,lookink man on
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a Lon( on street was observed to pause several moments in a door-

way in which he could see his reflection and then to pace off 'eight

or nine long steps, rapidly and stiffly. Fie returned to his starting

playe and repeated the action, stopped, took another set of meas-

ured paces, then continued walking unhurriedly and unobtrusively

away with other pedestrians, his discomfort apparently eased for

awhile, at least. ,

The impulses for which such seemingly unnecessary, foolish ac-

tiqns could substitute are hard to imagine. What eMotions are

these compulsively driven people "undoing"? Parenthetically, it

could be obseived that many people within the normal range of

behavior might question the strength of the obsessive compulsive

dynamism in obesity, alcoholism, or even "workaholism."
Fortunately, this neurosis may sometimes dissipate along with

the stress which precipitated it. Therapy is usually difficult. For

one thing, diagnosis and subsequent treatment are understandably

hard in the cas'e of an individual with overlapping symptoms. A

crippling obsession compounded with the compulsive avoidance

factors in a phobia or a compulsive repetitive act combined with

hysteria can/ile formidable indeed, both in family dynamics and in

t herapeu tic ,restoration.
Another eknwnt in the difficulty is that the would-be patient is

the principal sufferer. Even families badly affected by the neurosis

of one member may be hesitant ahout doing anything, and one

person's compulsions are infrequently a problem to society as a

whole. Neither of these groups, then, would necessarily, influence

an individual to seek therapy and, especially, to see it through.

Actually, the syndrome interferes very little in the daily comport-

ment of some people and may even be quite comfortable. Cert 'tinly,

even the interruptions of a nagging obsession or the embarrass-

ment of a noticeable compulsion may be more comfortable than the

frightening interim between the disposal of old patterns of behav-

ior and the assumption of new onesyet another factor to be over-

come in therapy.
.

Any therapeutic intervention of this neurosis should have as its

principal aim the teaching of new and better ways to handle social

situationS. In psychoanalytic therapy, this will be attempted by

first identifying, then clarifying for and with the patient, the pat-

terns of defense he has been using. Finally will come alteration of

these patterns when hk ego has been strengthened, a process which

may lw lengthy. It is hoped that, during treatment, the patient will

be guided to substitute new, constructive actions and reactions for

the old, destructive ways. .

Some obsessive compulsive persons have been treated by a light

hypnosis, accompanied by acting out the annoying obsessions at

the therapist's directions, and followed by a light electroconvulsive,

'shock. Othi.r therapists have used a combination of antidepressant

drugs, to relieve the depression which frequently accompanies this
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neurosis, and an axiolytic agent, for the reductiQn of anxiety which
may arise while the patient's defenses are clown. These must be
vombined with good judgment and great skill, both clinical ,gnd
psychotherapeutic. Research on this form of therapy is continuing,,
as it is on other treatments.

Many therapists, who consider tint both phobic and obsessive
compulsive neuroses are responses which have been learned in
order to cope with stressful situations, hold that ':unlearning"
through some form of behavior therapy is the most effective treat-,
ment. The therapist must, of course, have empathy for the distress
and desire of his patient and, in the course of therapy, he may aid
his client in gaining insight into Che background of the condition
and into the means of continuing and fostering improvement after
the formal sessions have ended. Customarily, the therapist will
explain the course the treatment is expected to follow. The patient
win be advised as to what' he may expect from the therapy and, in
turn, what the therapist expects, ancLusually he will be told that he
is not alone in experiencing the unbidden thoughts and impulses
from which he is seeking relief. Some patients begin with a light
dosage of an antidepressant drug for the'relief of the tension and
anxiety which frequently accpmpany this syndrome.

In many cases, the patiOt reinforces his involvement by keep-
ing his own records,.after furnishing the therapist data on the in-
tensity and duration of his rumination or his rituals. He may then
be assigned the job of making a note of the extentof discomfort
experiehced each time he does not allow himself to put right or
neutralize the recurrence of a guilty thought or worrisome impulse.
For instance, the housewife, so concerned about filth that she
washes the same laundry three times over, when required to let one
cycle of the washing machine suffice, will at first become almost
physically ill from uneasiness. Over a period of time, she will be
gratified to observe the factual proof that the duration of her dis-
comfort has decreased considerably or disappeared altogether.
(The entire family may show improvement.) Or, the businessman,
who, convinced that he sometimes destroys valuable company
papers, checks his desk drawers and filing cabinets thoroughly
four times a day, will have great difficulty in preventing this check-
ing and rechecking at first. Eventually, not only his record but his
own sense of well-being will reward his therapeutic ordeal.

Punishment is used effectively in many ways, by therapist and
patient together and by patient alone. One patient may be forbid-
den to make a certain gesture, such as strbking his chin three times
from left. to right; another may be instructed not to ruminate, but
to change his thought pattern forcibly and suddenly each time the
troublesome idea surfaces to his consciousness. Would-be dieters
and not-quite nonsmokers can sympathize with the patient on this
assignment, another proof that a therapist can do relatively little
without the will and cooperation of the patient.
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Small rewards given at certain intervals can be effective, too. A
student who cannot concentrate when preparing for a crucial pro-
fessional examination because of ridiculous intrusive thoughts
may be told that he will be allowed 5 minutes for his other thoughts
after 20 minutes of uninterrupted study. Thus, the useless dreams
become useful stimuli, rewards for steady concentration. Therapist.
and patient, between them, can work out a system of small rewards
for thought stopping or behavior stopping.

Satiation therapy also shows, great promise. To rid himself of a
bothersome tie, such as a blinking eye or a !Vial twitch, the patient
is required to perform the annoying act over and over to the point
of fatigue. After a number of sessions, it becomes obvious to the
patient that the action can be caused at will. Before too long, the
muscles cease th jerk and`the tic fades. Happily, the offensive habit
is normally, not replaced by another symptom. It is probable that
the patient is so encouraged by success and by the realization of his
own mastery that he is emotionally ready for further successes. A

less visible but similarly productive use of this technique is its ap-
plication with ruminations, in which the individual forces himself
ty summon a worrisome thought to his consciousness deliberately
and to retain it, a process which grows increasingly difficult until,

oally, the thought rarely returns unbidden.

Phobia

Phol !MN, and the impressk e Greek names by which they have
been called, are perhaps the best known of the neuroses. Certainly.
they are the most morbidly fascinating. And in a list of phobias
nearly every letter in the alphabet is represented at least once. A
sampling from the A's filmic includes fremphobia, fear of heights;
allophotyia, obsessive fear of paip;l1ma.rophobia, dread of riding in
a vehicle; lindrophohia, unnatural fear of men; and .outhophobia,
unreasoning dread of flowers. It is possible to proceed through the
alphabet, listing feelings of dread which ail people might recog-
nize --chtustrophobia, fear of enclosed spaces, is a familiar one--
as woll as many fears which seem farfetched.

Somewhere in the middle of a cornplete list loom reactions which

many have known personally, the dread of being alone, or mono-
phobia, and mysophobia, fear of dirt, a condition which many a
small bo may think his own mother invented. In the T's appears

an obsessive fear surely having its roots in superstitious awe of the
number 13, triNlaiNekaphohia. The alphabetic search ends with
.rylophobia, fear of trees and other wooded plants, and zoophobio,

a morbid fear of animals
Just as the colors chosen for new clothing or interior decoration]

change with the whim of fashion, so, to some extent, do the neu-
roses. toor instance, the grandiose terms borrowed from the Greek
language to describe the phobias are no longer considered coin-



pletely useful by some therapists; they are cumbersome, and they.
suggest a number of different disorders rather than symptoms of
deeper problems which, in reality, may be unrela,ted tdithe osten-
sible fear, the one that shows. Some therapists include most of
these under the heading df Panic Disdrders. Furthermom.changes
in styles of phobias have occurred through changes in social struc-
ture or living conditicins. In today's crowded world, for example,
agoraphobia, usually defined as a fear of open spaces, refersto one
who feels tob insecure away from home to, participate in the busy
life of the bustling street or shopping center. Thus the prefix
"agora" is apt indeedto the ancient Athenian it was the market
place.

Recent technological discoveries'engender new phobias, tOo, or
give new impetus to old ones. Fear of flying is relatively recent in
origin, and exploration of outer space has revivedjoarophobia, the
fear of living on a planet which is hurtling througlft4 atmosphere
at unbelievable speeds. Closely allied is astrophobia, the 'morbid
fear of celestial phenomena, historically evidenced in man's dread
at the approach of infrequently viewed.comets,

Phobia, whose natuwwas first recognized by Hippocrates, may
be rendered more comprehensible by the less customaq meaning
of the Greek word."phobus." It meant flight, running away, escape.
Phobia, then indicates an overall patter* of fear and avoidance. A
keraunophohic, one who is terrified at siorms, thunder, and light-
ning, avoids the noise and flashing light by lingering in a dark.hall-
way or other windowless area until the storm abates; a claustro-
phobic walks up many flights of stairs rather than enter a small
crowded elevator, while his opposite, a climaphobk, will go to any
lengths to avoid the dreaded stairs.

The fear sensation is common to everyone. Healthy caution is a
part of survival, and respect for danger is a prudent part of living.
They are instinctive. Instincts become phobias when they are exag-
gerated to the point of dominating one's life, or when the thing
feared is feared out of all proportion to reality. The term phobia is
appropriately used also when there is no perceptible danger
attached to the stimulus, as in unnatural horror aroused by cer-
tain colors, an unusual example known as chromphobia. Phobia is
an apt diagnosis, as well, when the type and extent of the fear are
completely out of character with the rest of the individual's habits
and personality. (Napoleon Olurophobia, fright at the sight of a
cat, is certainly difficult to reconcile with the emperor-general
image.)

Ten million Americans are said to suffer from phobias, to
greater or lesser degree, with more young women than men in the
group, as in the neurotic syndrome as a whole. (It has been
unmanly to show fear in our society.) And \is with the other
neuroses, there are few statistical inferences froth which to draw,
other than observations by researchers and therapists, such as the
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conclusion that indi uals who are introverted and have a high
measure of neuroticism more likely to fall prey to a phobia
or an anxiety state than to ot er types of neurosis. Proportionally,
the more exotic phobias occur infrequently, while acrophobia,
agoraphobia, claustrophobia, plus the interpersonal phobias, sex-
ual phobias and death-disease-injUry phobias are the most
widespread.

Phobia has been called the "neurosis of childhood," since some
phobias resemble childhood fears and because acting afraid fre-
quently engenders a sympathetic response and a release from the
fulfillment of responsibilities. Impressions from a childhood
trauma, such as a nasty bite, a destructive storm, or a gory acci-
(lent, may linger long after the parent or pediatrician believes the
hurt to be healed and forgotten. A desire to avoid repetition of such
an experience is understandable. Childhood:can be the time of
learning to profit from che experience of bUrts and to deal with
most fears. Alternatively, it can be the time of learning fears which
may terrorize, even incapacitate, adulthood. Anxious parents can
produce anxious children. Overprotective parents can) inhibit a
child's ability to cope with the nortilal,:ipprehensions wifich accom-
pany new experiences. The process of living may become a burden
rather than an adventure.

Fortunately, many people learn to live'v'ith their phobias, with
little inconvenience to themselves or others. Making sure to engage
the aisle seat in a theater, for example, or the inside seat in a plane,
may render a mild phobia manageable. And sheer necessity has
been known to aid some individuals itt apparently ridding them-
selves. qf the disorder altogether. Consider the case of the young
father whose coveted pay raise depended on his checking stock in a
small, enclosed room, crowded with packing cases. He found his
sweaty palms and shortness of breath less debilitating each tithe he
vigited the stock room and was gradually able to lengthen his stays
there. In therapeutic parlance, frequent or repeated contact with a
.ti,or-prodiwing stimulus tends io weaken, pussibly ere-n remove, its
capacity to arouse symptoms of.panic. The corollary of this is clear:
A fear-producing stimulUS iN 11 ;01 all y strengthened try NIU'reSSfil I
oroidance. Begging off by getting someone else to check stock
might have cost the young man his new job. Worse, he would have
found his claustrophobia unmanageable if he had not, little by
little, defeated it in the begioning.

Many ho suffer from the symptoms accompanying a panic
attack art not as fortunate. The sensations of A uf focation or faint-
ness,. tren bling, rapid breathing or breathlessness, nausea, or mus-
cular weakness are too severe. At the present,. more and more tf
t hese people are wisely seeking therapeutic hdp. The therapeuti..
techniques employed vary according to the orientation of the ther-
apist, Ao may use psychoanalysis, desensitization, reassurance,
or' a combiat ion of approaches. The therapy may be in either an
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individual or a group setting, and with or with(;ut the use of drugs.-,
Sally has been a victim of agoraphobia for a number of years. Raised in a small

town, she was a popular member of a well-known family. After, marriage, she
moved to a city where she knew few people. She was expected, as a "company
wife," to entertain frequently and to take part in Many civic and social affairs.
It.s time went by she experienced greater dread each time she was requieed tot

leave her home and mingk with others, actually bewming panicky in crowds.
Gradually the fear generalized, and she found it difficult to attend parties with
her husband or to drop in at neighborhood coffees. She stopped going to church,
was unable to do her grocery shopping or, one of her former &lights, clothes
shopping, and could not participate in parent-child activities outside of her own
home.

A therapist using the psychoanalytic approach would attempt to
discover the possible causes of Sally's phobia--a scary search for a
parent through thje aisles of a store crowded with adults who tow-
ered over her? Over-protedive parents? Security based only on
family status in her hometown, with rib conviction of her own
worth? An inner conflict which was not resolvd in childhood?
Displacement of the anxiety occasioned by meeting her husband's
worldly friends into a panic about going out at all?

Through talking with a psychoanalyst, Sally is led to understand
the origins and mi.aning of her phobia. Hopefully, she will learn to
cope with both the situations Ae fears and with the anxieiy which
has caused her problem.

There are many therapists who do not believe that understand-
ing is sufficient or effective. Facing and conquering a fear which
has dominated one's thoughts and habits may be impossible for
some, even t hough their minds tell them that the fear is ground-
less. /,'urther, the proceddre seems prolonged in an age when people
expect fast relief.

Therapists who use the behavioral strategy have substantiated
the strengthening-by-ayoidance/weakening-by-contact principle of
coping with a fear-producing stimulus. In eases of specific animal
phobias, for example, patients have been taught to accept the
proximity of a feared and loathed creature by gradually having
closer contact or by being led to imagine and discuss their dread

bit at a tinw, their anxiety diminishes to a bearable level or,
in many case:4, disapiwars ent irely.

If Sally (Ie('i(li" On this behavior therapy as her treatment of
choice, she will first be trained to relax_Relaxat ion will be achieved
through yoga-like exerc1ses,4of breathing deeply and imagining
pleasant experiences, by m in I Ui al dosages of drugs, or by hypnosis
or meditation. During this same period, she will be led to the eon-
st ruct ion of h i('rarchHs, t hat is, to listing her anxieties in the order
of their iiower over her. noes she dread a cocktail party whi,re she
must make small ta' k withst rangers wore than she fears going to
t 1w supermarket? Is she more afraid of ci.att ing with her husband's
boss at dinner th4t4p ref urn ing a dress that. doesn't fit properly?
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Once Salty and her therapist have taken the impor,tant first step,

of categorizing her fears appropriately, the process of systematic
desensitization can begin. The therapist may show Sally pictures

of happenings Which illustrate her fears or he may describe the

situations to her and ask her to imagine herself attending a party,
going to the store, and so on. Sally, in turn, must indicate to the

therapist the point at which a particular episode is too painful to

continue at that ame.,Later, 'when that episode no longer induces

feelings of terror, the rikt fear in the hierarchy is dealt with in the

same fashion, and the next and the' next, until Sally can remain
re,laxed while iniagining herself involved in many events and,

eventually, can resume a more active role outside the Shelter of

her own home.
Recently there have been a number of accounts of phobia clinics

and even of a series of classes conducted by-an airline to cure.feat

of flying. News stories about the Phobia Clinic at New York's Long

Island Jewish-Hillside Medical Center sin Ww Hyde Park have
aroused great interest and hope among sufferers of the phobic dis-

orders. The program, which makes extensive use of behavior ther-

apy techniques; has been funded by a research grant from the
National Institute of Mental Health. The reported success rate,
about SO percent, is exciting, and thelestimonies of those who have

been helped are glowing. Their histories include bouts with acro-

phobia, claustrophobia, fear 'of speaking in public or even of

responding in the classroom. In cases Where a patient indicates

trouble from more than one pervading fear, the phobias are taken

one at a time. Therapy at the.clinic consists of both individual and

group sessions and proceeds accordihg to formula: relaxation,
construction of hierarchies, and systematic desensitization.

One dramatic account is of _a young woman badly afflicted with

acrophobia and claustrophobia. During the fiA3t of her 26 sessions,

the usual length of treatment at the clinic, she was invited to relax

comfortably, with feet up and eyes closed, take three deep breaths,

and- imagine herself floating lightly to a peaceful, relaxing :vit.
Once her mind was at ease, she concentrated on gradually relaxing

her muscles, from her scalp to her toes. The therapist used the rest

of the 45-minute session in guidiiig her to imagine herself on the

third floor of a tall building, looking out a window. In her imagina-

tion she ascended, a few floors at a tii'me. Whenever she became

anxious, she raised a finger. At this signal, the therapist advised

her to forget it for awhile, relax and begin again. As treatment

.went on, she completed the hierarchy in imagination and went

higher and higher in a real building,-still only a few floors at attime.

Her ultimate victory was going tokthe top of the EmpiWState
Building and out onto the observation deck where she was ableto

go to the edge and look down. Later, her claustrophobia was ,con-

quered as well.
Dr. Chariot te Zit rin, director of the clinie, calls ayoraphobia the
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most serious and niost difficult to treat of ttie phobias because of
its arl-pervasive dominance over itK victim's life. AY her estimate,
six of every 1,(XX) peoplv are agoraphobic. Of these, four out of five
are womenEngland's name for the disorder, "homebound house-
wive's syndrome," is apt indeed. Dr, Zitrin suggests that women
from certain o(the ethnic groupS served by her hospital are mOre
Vone to agoraphobia because .of their close-knit, pnitective
upbringing'. Purther, she has observed' that there are some hus-
bands who may subtly encourage the condition in their wives, pre-
ferringthem to remain dependent homebodies.

Agoraphobics have been found to be especially responsive to
minimal doses of imipramine, an antidepressant effective in
curbing panic attacks. /..'or a. month before other therapy begins,
some of the patients take imipramine every evening. In accordance
with standard research procedures, others are given a placebo, or
"pretend" medication, in onkr to measure the effectiveness of the
drug portion of the therapy. The reported success-rate with the
patients receiving imipramine and therapy is. 91 percent, and with
t he patients receiving placebo and therapy, 71 percent.

During group therapy sessions, small groups of patients go with
a staff member on field trips to a neighborhood shopping center, a
restaurant, or to a departMent store in New York City. After trav-
eling together a few times, they separate, walk through the area
alone, and make the trip back alone.

Remembering that Irrst trip alone still brings digmay, but,
according to some of the women, it was a turning point. One
woman recalk weeping bitterly when she was forced to cross a
wide street by herself on that first venture. She recalls, also, her
sense of triumph. Some of the patients admit to their phobia being
arrested rather than cured, but state that, with a hit of extra effort,
hey can go any when. now, on t heir own.

Some behavioral therapists faVor another technique, implosive
loiropy, because usually it achieves results more quickly than does

systematic. desensitization. Others disagree, saying that while
many phobic persons are helped, many others appear 'to suffer
more intensely after therapy. Implosive therapy seems the antith-
esis of desensitization, since it requires that the patient be bom-
barded with descript ions of situations and events which stimulate
t he terrors revealed early in therapy. The patient is forced to
imagine or live through these experiences vividly, in some cases
with the Ilse of hypnosis or drug therapy to render the imagination
'non suggest i ble A t he therapist perceives tbat anxiety related to
any one episode is exacerbated. 1:e "loads" the patient With more.
In cases where the pat ient's imar ination is weak or unrealistic, the
1 herapist may even recommend a real-life experience to prove to"
the patient that the fears dominating his life havb iittle basis.
A pparentl , the fear stimulus evokes less anxiety in a !secure
set ling, t herefore, habits of a voidance are eradicated.
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There are many ways, then, to cure a phobia. Remembering tOt
frequent or repeated contact with the (ear-producing stimulus, or
imagining it vividly enough, tends'to weaken the power of that
slimulus, some individuals can, alone or with the help of a family
member or friend, desensitize themselves. As I",)r. *Zitrin pointed

out, "just edging closer is &Sensitization." .

Help from a professional therapist is advisable for most people
with neurotic symptoms, of course, and required for many. It has
been observed that about two-thirds of nonpsychotic patients ben-
efit )from one or the other . forms of psychotherapy, showing
improvement in personality and mood as well as in thought and
behavior patterns. Some persons have appeared to heal them-
selves, either through conscious will, a, change in lifestyle, or
removal of the stres;.4 which helped to produce the neurotic
sy mptom.

It is clear, that all of the psychotherapies are growing, expanding,
and changing, and that new ones will continue to evolve as the
times and people's needs change; there is the possibility that more
psychotherapists will come to empluy a combination of therapies,
according co their patients' partieular reactions. Certainly finding
the therapy and the therapist most compatible with one's needs
and philosophy is most important.

Help can be found at most community walk-in or store-front
clinics and community mental health -(!entero, in the outpatient
clinics ofeither the department of psychology or the department
of psychiatry of major medical centers, or from psychiatrists or
psychologists in priyale practice. Physicians in general medical
practice are frequerttly able to furnish such referrals as are most
pastors and rabbis, many of whom are themselves trained and

skilled in counseling and informed about such resources. For many
people, self-help groups, such as Neurotics Anonymous,, are the

answer,
It probably won't be easy. ("Ting with life isn't always easy. But

being able to copyliving, working, playing ,as most people do
should be worth the trouble.
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